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While putting together the April issue, I thought back to 2020, and how the

industry buckled due to the effects of Covid-19. Pageants, fashions shows,

photoshoots — et al. — were all suspended indefinitely. Now, after months of

indoor living, we’re craving the gatherings we took for granted. And now, slowly,

we can start the industry rolling again with smaller gatherings and events. I’d like

to thank the entire PPMC team for navigating these challenging times with such

professionalism.

April is the magazine’s birthday month, and in this month’s issue we are

celebrating our two-year anniversary with a new team of experts in the

pageant and modelling industry. To this end, I would like to formally welcome

Wayne Stafford, Eduard and Jeanne Labuschagne to PPMC team.

In only a couple of years we have grown into one of South Africa’s most-read

online modelling magazines. We are close to 40,000 likes and followers on

Facebook, and that number is growing daily.

I’ve always been afraid of change, but change is progress, and the leaps of

faith paid off: new content, ads, story features, and even expanding our

YouTube channel with Queen talk by Wayne Strafford. But we’re not done yet.

We’re doing more work and spending more hours in marketing and publishing

PPMC magazine, and we are excited about the journey ahead.

Looking ahead, we want to give you something exciting
to work towards as you become a better model,
photographer, assistant, designer, stylist, or makeup
artist. To facilitate this new experience, we’ve made
some changes.

Firstly, we’ve introduced new rules to the PPMC Magazine
website and Facebook page (to keep the kooks out!),
and secondly, we are introducing ads into our new
books.

Advertising’s intention is to inform and educate to remind readers of the

products and services available to them in the industry, and to help them make

the right choice in furthering their careers, to bolster their hopes and dreams.

Thus, promotions and advertising will pay a large part in the magazine’s

expansion.

We are also upgrading content and visuals for articles
and features in order to make the mag more accessible.
More access equals more readers, more readers equals
more exposure to industry professionals, and we believe
this will be a gigantic step in expanding the brand equity
of the magazine. From May 2021 all digital content will
be uploaded in high resolution without a watermark.
Keep an eye out for the monthly digital editions!

But technicalities and changes aside, we are who we are because of our core

value: PPMC believes in talent. Regardless of your titles, your agency, your

pedigree, or amount of followers, everyone deserves a chance to showcase

their talents. No great actor or model or singer was discovered because of their

looks, likes, or bank account, but because someone gave them a chance to

showcase their worth. This is the reason PPMC exists: it’s a showcase where you

can flaunt your talents to the entire South Africa — and beyond!

We can never guarantee success, but we can guarantee opportunity.

Remember: you are perfect just the way you are and if you think you got what it

takes, then nobody can stop you, and we will give you the showroom to do just

that. So, shine! This magazine is for you: the people who challenge the status

quo and ask ‘why?’, and look at what could be and ask ‘why not?’.

A special thank-you to the following individuals and
companies who keep on making PPMC great:

Wayne Strafford for believing in me, and what I was working towards. Thank you

for your time and immeasurable contribution towards the magazine and

YouTube channel.

The Michelangelo Hotel for sponsoring their amazing Cupola Suite as the scene

for Queen Talk with Wayne Strafford. The Cupola Suite is the most sought-after

luxury suite in Sandton, and couldn’t be a more perfect setting for interviewing

SA’s beauty queens.

The team from ModelConnect, Eduard and Jeanne Labuschagne, no words

can describe how grateful I am for your time and work. Thank you for believing

in the magazine.

I would like to thank Postnet Featherbrook Village in Roodepoort for their

outstanding service. The book printing would not have been possible without

their guidance and effort.

And lastly: You! The loyal readers for your continued support. After all, it wouldn’t

have been possible without your contributions. In the end, the readers make a

magazine work. From the bottom of my heart, thank you.

Thank you to Gerry Pelser for your help in the writing department!

Much love, your editor, Salome Muller
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Queen Talk with Wayne Stafford
Gizzelle Uys & Tofé Olagoke
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Queen Talk with Wayne Stafford
Gizzelle Uys & Tofé Olagoke

Welcome to Queen Talk with me Wayne Stafford. As

the world slowly opens up after the Covid-19

pandemic, we find that our national titleholders can

start competing in pageants like Miss Universe, Miss

World, Miss Global City, Miss Eco International, and

Miss Grand International just to name a few. In this

issue, I speak to an international titleholder as well as

a national titleholder about their first hand

experience in the world of international pageantry.

This month is an incredibly special month as PPMC

Magazine celebrates their second birthday. What

better way to celebrate than with two beauty

queens in this month’s issue and they are recently

crowned Miss Eco International 2020 Gizzelle Uys and

former Miss Regal International South Africa 2019

Tofé Olagoke.

WS: Gizelle, congratulations on winning the Miss Eco

International 2020 title. Tell me, was this the first win

for South Africa in Miss Eco International?

GU: Yes, this is South Africa’s first green crown and as

well as a first Win for Africa as a continent.

WS: Now that international pageants are being

hosted again under strict Covid-19 restriction such as

the International Delegates competing need to first

quarantine. Can you tell the readers more about

this?

GU: Luckily, I did not have to quarantine in the Egypt

but you do need a negative Covid-19 test before

your flight and when you arrive in their Country.

WS: What was the most exciting part of visiting

Egypt?

I was in awe to experience &amp; get to see the

pyramids, which is one of the 7 Wonders of the World

I studied Tourism, so the entire experience was

exciting from a tourist’s point of view. I was amazed

at how friendly the people were and the food was

delectable.

WS: Tofé, as a former Miss Regal International you

went abroad to China to compete in the

International Miss Global City. What was your

experience like mixing with the different nationalities

and cultures as a South African delegate?

TO: It was truly an amazing experience! It was

interesting to learn how different China is from South

African in so many ways you can imagine. There

were many things that stood out for me like what

they eat, how they eat, how they use the toilet

(laugh’s) and simply just how they live overall. I am

so open to new experiences and this is one that I

would not trade for anything else.

WS: You won best national costume at Miss Global

City. For someone who is competing internationally,

what advice would you give them when it comes to

designing a national costume?

TO: Your national costume should always have a

message and I think that message should be unique

to you and a good representation of our Country,

South Africa. Once you have all cemented all those

elements, the costume will speak for itself.

WS: Gizelle, what are your responsibilities now as

Miss Eco International 2020?

GU: Miss Eco International is a woman that is a voice

for nature. We need to have projects that are

environmentally based, so I want to promote tourism

but a combination of sustainable and eco - tourism

and create more awareness around these two

areas. I am super excited about my year of reign

and what Legacy I can leave behind as Miss Eco

International 2020.

WS: When you were standing on stage as the final

two alongside Miss Philippines, what was going

through your mind just before they made the

Winner’s announcement?

GU: This question (laughs), I cannot really answer it. It

was something that felt so unreal, in that moment

there is nothing on and I knew before the

competition even started that I do not want to be in

my head to much, so I just went on the stage and

enjoyed the moment. I did not think about what I

prepped for because I knew that I had done the

work. I that moment my mind was clear and let’s see

what happens.

WS: When they announced your name, you were

closing your mouth like something was about to fall

out? (laughs)

GU: For me that is lady like instead of it looking like I

am going to swallow Miss Philippines (laughs). It was

surprising but you do prep for the moment. You have

to go with “I am your title holder” from the beginning

to stay strong in the competition. I am your

titleholder, and I am here for a reason. But in that

moment, it is still unexpected.

WS: Tofé, you are fifth year studying for a Medical

Doctor at Tuks. What advice would you give

someone who is trying to balance being a title

holder and their studies?

TO: There is no set plan, you figure it out as you go. I

think the most important thing is have a list of

priorities. When you have that done, things are a lot

easier to manage and you immediately eliminate

feeling pressure from all sides. Pageants are amazing

and there are so much that the general person out

there understand and know about the world of

pageantry. There is so much added value that

pageants bring to us as women and that was a

priority for me. So, yes, I am testament that you can

most certainly balance both pageants and studies.

WS: How did Winning the title Miss Regal International

2019 change your life?

TO: The Miss Regal International South Africa

Pageant was simply amazing and now even two

years after the competition, I encourage and

motivate ladies to enter. It really did impact my life in

so many ways and more. I have always had dreams

and aspirations and through the Miss Regal

International SA platform, some of my dreams

actually materialized.

I have always been so deeply passionate about

creating awareness around women abuse and

domestic violence in South Africa and with Miss

Regal International SA affiliation with POWA (People

opposing Women Abuse) gave me that amplified

voice I desired in order to bring about change and

awareness around this matter working alongside with

POWA. Pageants are important in the sense that

they have purpose and Miss Regal International

South Africa allowed me to explore that and

educate myself in this area.

WS: Ladies, how did you pack your suitcases when

traveling abroad? I am going to start with you

Gizelle, did you go over the weight limit?

GU: My mother is very well planned and organized

so I was very blessed with her helping me pack my

suitcase and in the end only paid for 1 extra

suitcase. The trip was 3 weeks long, so I needed to

make sure I had ample outfits and costumes packed

in.

WS: Tofé, how did you pack when you went to

China?

TO: Wayne, I packed so much because I knew South

Africa is so far away and wanted to make sure I

hadn’t forgotten anything, BUT Oh my Word, I

landed up paying so much money for extra

luggage.

GU: Did you take any snack foods along with you?

TO: Yes (laughs), I packed a lot of food. There is this

thing called Guri, it is a Nigerian snack, almost like

kasofe, so when you mix it with water it becomes an

instant liquid food snack. I took it just in case I didn’t

like the food in China. As much as I wanted to

experiment with different foods, I also needed

something that I was familiar to. In the end I found a

new love for fish, because Jinan City where the

Pageant was hosted, is coastal City, they serve fish

with everything.

WS: Ladies, what advice would you give a young

lady that is looking at entering pageant like Miss Eco

International SA or Miss Regal International South

Africa?

GU: Tofé spoke about it earlier, you need to know

yourself. From the moment you arrive you will see girls

who have trained for years just like yourself and you

are going to be intimidated. It’s only Human, even

though you are comfortable and confident in your

own skin, those feelings will come up at some point.

So, you need that anchor to go back to and

remember why you are there, why you are doing the

things you are doing and have that strong sense of

yourself.

TO: You are right and Wayne, you have always been

so supportive, and I could call you and ask for your

help in any situation. It is especially important to

have support, people that ground you and remind

you who you truly are. When you are competing

alongside other girls, its especially important to know

yourself, your strengths, weaknesses, and you need

to be ok with that.

Unfortunately, there are a lot of room for comparison

if you allow it. I remember that the contestant in

China all had these massive earrings, extremely high

heels and they were all so different. Pageants are

not just something you enter; you need to be able to

work on yourself because it is a platform for

opportunity. You need to be prepared and know

your country when representing your country in a

beauty pageant. As an ambassador for your county,

you need to be proud of where you came from and

express that when you go to represent South Africa

in another country.

WS: There you have it, you have heard from two

wonderful ladies who have walked and talked the

talk of competing Internationally. Thank you so much

for your time and congratulations once again

Gizelle, our Miss Eco International 2020. Tofé, thank

you for sharing your experience with our readers.

From me Wayne Stafrord, until the next Queen Talk,

take care and God Bless..
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Photographer - Donovan Eva
Northern Cape , Upington 

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc!

Born in Gauteng. Always loved taking photos. From a

young age always taking snaps of friends, nature

and almost anything, never really knew it was an art

form.

I used the old 35mm film camera for everything.

Bought my very first digital camera in 2006. The

system was changing fast from film to digital and

had to keep up with fast changing equipment.

Started with a lot of TFCD shoots when I started really

getting into photography.

I am a dad of 3 and adore them. Now living in the

Northern Cape , Upington is a wonderful place with

wide open spaces and friendly people. I am a lab

technician doing soil analysis and vineyard fertility

(so that we can produce that wonderful wine

everyone enjoys). When I am not working I live my

passion, Photography calms me and that is where I

can be myself, doing art and giving my clients

memories to keep for a lifetime.

Where are you located and what services do you

offer?

• Located in Upington Northern cape.

• Model portfolio

• Family

• Wedding

• Corporate

• Boudoir

• Couples

How did you get started?

This is a funny story. I was always interested in taking

photos, but it all started one day while on the farm

with my wife , then girlfriend. She gave me her 35mm

canon EOS 300 camera and told me to go and

explore and only had 48 exposures. She didn't see

me the whole week. After that we went to get the

images developed, that is when a wonderful group

of photographers couched me from landscape to

portrait photography. Like they say the rest is history.

What brand do you use and why?

I use canon, starting with Canon and still using it. The

menu and layout is easy. I have no issue using any of

the other brands.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

Being an introvert, it helps me meet new people. The

best thing is that as a photographer you get the

chance of capturing moments that you can give to

the person(s) involved that they can see over and

over. Also being able to create art.

What was your most memorable shoot?

There are so many. But if I could choose one it would

be a shoot I did with Annlee Couture and Nicole

Lamberts.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I used to be , but with the current situation it is part

time.

What do you do for fun?

I love science , technology and gaming.

What has been the highlight of your career?

Partnership with modelling and finishing school.

Who are your biggest influences?

• Ansel Adams

• Steve McCurry

• Paul Reiffer

• Lara Jade

• Sue Bryce

How have you developed your career?

Starting at the bottom , never think that you are too

good to learn, always stay humble. Always give

more than you receive.

What are you most proud of to date?

Having a few published images. But more than that

is the happiness you see when someone is totally in

love with the photos you took of them.

What is your favorite quote?

There is beauty all around us, it is your
choice if you want to see and feel it.

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Never be afraid to learn, always be humble. Be true

to yourself and original. Whatever you do , do it with

passion. Remember there is enough sunshine for

everyone.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Contact details and Social media:

https://www.facebook.com/DEphotograpy

http://www.donovanevaphotography.co.za

Instagram @donovaneva

079 490 9169

donovaneva@gmail.com



ACE Models – Kuruman/Kathu
Alida Lourens

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc!

My name is Alida Lourens, Director of ACE Models in

Kuruman and Kathu. I also have my photography

passion, working under the name Pinkfoot

Photography. I live in Kuruman in Northern Cape. I

moved here from Witbank, Mpumalanga late

December 2018.

When did you first decide that you wanted to own a

modeling school?

I use to take care of a teenage girl whom I have

entered into ACE Modeling Academy in Witbank.

The positive change I saw in this teenager made me

realize that ACE Academy is not just a school where

aspiring models can be taught the tricks of the

trade, but they truly build every individual self

confidence with positive and structured curriculum.

By the time I went on early retirement I knew what I

wanted to do to fill my days – that was to open my

own franchise of ACE Models International in

Kuruman.

Can you tell us more about your modeling school

and what you have to offer?

When I train a student for a specific pageant we do

the training one-on-one. To me undivided attention

is the key to a student’s success. What I enjoy the

most is the unique bond that forms between me as a

coach and the student. These bonds never fade.

The student becomes a part of my life, they are

family to me – well, thinking of it, all my students is a

part of my family, and all of them are unique.

How did you manage classes during the pandemic?

When the lockdown in April 2020 started, I thought

that will bring my school to closure. I was so wrong!

We carried on by having on-line ZOOM classes,

sending videos, and competing on a whole new

level. The on-line classes did not stop with current

models; I went further, running on-line classes for new

recruits as well. We have amazing interaction on

ZOOM, and everyone shows great participation,

always ready for the next assignment.

How would you describe your own personality?

I am a soft kind-hearted person who truly cares

about people. I can however be strict when it

comes to values and self-respect, although the level

of being strict will always be in a manner that I build

you and never break you down or humiliate you.

Being kind and soft spoken are the key to gain

respect from others and also teach other that being

kind will get you further than any other negative

personal trade will take you.

What are some of the issues and causes you are

raising awareness and advocating for?

I feel a raising concern of woman and child abuse is

part of my fight to make this world a better place.

The only way I can describe my passion of Woman

and Child abuse, is to go to my FB page,

https://www.facebook.com/2036086839761862/vide

os/620142465594520

Let our readers know some of the things you are

currently working on and some exciting things we

can expect from you in the future.

My current big project is to assist all my on-line

students to put their profiles together. This means

they stay with me for 3-5 day’s where we do photo

shoots, making video’s, daily one-on-one training.

After their profile has been set up, keeping it

updated will be a much easier task for the model as

long as they are diligent and pro-active and keep a

reminder to go through their profiles on a monthly

basis. This project will be finalized before Term 2 start

up since we will be having more on-line students,

who will have their turn after Term 2 break started. I

want to establish a greater awareness of what

modeling is all about and get companies in Northern

Cape to take the opportunity to use my models for

their campaigns and advertising. I want to see my

models faces on Northern Cape bill boards, in

advertisements, at campaigns. Yes, I want to see

them everywhere because they are all amazing

young individuals with a passion to become their

dream.

How do you see yourself fifteen years from now?

In fifteen years I would love to hear ACE MODELS

INTERNATIONAL name in every household, every

Northern Cape business, and every school. Leading

by example I want the negative idea, especially

with more mature people, turned around into

knowing that with ACE MODELS INTERNATIONAL in

Kuruman students learn the value of self respect and

self worth.

Who is the most influential person in your life?

My idol will always be my late mother. She has been

the kind of mother that will always teach by

example. She never had a negative thought about

any living being, always believed in 2nd to 20

chances, because she always said, in all good there

is bad, and in all bad you can be sure to find good

my child. Never look down on anyone, for in Gods

eyes you are equal.

If you were given the chance to change something

from the past, what would it be?

If I were given a chance to change the past I will

have to pass. I believe your past mould you into the

great person you are today.

What is your greatest contribution to the community?

Being part of a very poor community I love to be a

giver. Help those in need to the best of my ability.

My previous loved clothes always go to my

community, because for them it’s like wearing

something new and give them a great level of

worthiness.

What is beauty according to you?

Beauty comes from within, if your heart is pure and

your actions always consider humanity to all living

creatures, you possess a beauty that is unique and

admirable. Clothes and the perfect makeup do not

make anyone beautiful. Who YOU are where no-

one can see, but only feel, is the truest beauty there

can be.

What do you like to do for fun?

Fun time is spending time with my loved ones. Sanity

time is spending my time behind the camera in

nature. Creative time is designing clothes and

making them, and off cause, taking photos of my

models.

What have you learned about yourself today?

When I look back on my life I can see that respect is

the most important thing you can give anyone. For

my future this is a quality I will hold on to, because

without respect your goals mean nothing. I strive

every day to be the best person I can be, to me ME.

What advice would you give someone who is

entering a pageant for the first time?

To all who wish to enter into a pageant, I will be sure

to tell them its hard work, investing your time, and

above all, when entering, do it for the experience,

and always give your best.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Alida Lourens

Director Kuruman and Kathu

https://www.acemodels.co.za/

Phone: 082 497 0183 / 062 151 8853 

https://www.facebook.com/ACEModelskuruman 

Become Your Dream

Ace Models International is SA’s Premier modeling

academy – which is 20 franchises strong with

branches all over South Africa, Namibia and now

the USA. Ace Models was founded by Joani Johnson

– former Mrs South Africa and accomplished

business woman – in 2005. It is one of the biggest and

best modelling academies in South Africa. Ace

Models strives to create successful young individuals

and to equip our youth and aspiring models with the

right tools and skills to become the best versions of

them-selves.

Become Your dream with ACE Models South Africa!

Girls / boys at Ace Models have achieved enormous

success in the past, and now YOU can be part of this

dynamic group! We accept models between the

ages of 4 to 26. We do however also have adult

classes and plus size classes (all ages and genders).

We do adult classes and plus size classes. Ace

Models International is SA’s Premier modeling

academy – which is already over 20 franchises

strong with branches all over South Africa, Namibia

and now the USA. Paarl, Worcester, Mossel Bay,

George, Bloemfontein, Welkom, Vanderbijlpark,

Cape Town Century, Alberton, Pretoria East,

Nelspruit, Limpopo, Carnival, JHB Westrand, JHB

North, JHB South, Knysna, Plett, Middleburg, Witbank,

Kuruman and Namibia.

Our mission

Our mission at Ace Models is to create professional

models and successful young individuals and teach

girls and boys the importance of self-care. At Ace

Models, professionalism is of great importance and

thus all models at Ace Models learn the importance

of self-presentation, self-respect and self-

confidence. At Ace Models, we learn more about

the exciting world of modeling and beauty.

ACE Models Directors

All Ace Models Directors are all successful business

women who have undergone training with Ace

Models SA including their Teacher Certificate. They

are all experienced and handpicked. We have

established relationships with many production

companies, casting and modeling agencies in South

Africa and have an exclusive agreement with ICE

MODELS.

Accomplishments

We trained Miss Universe! Ace Models has launched

the careers of many models and some of our models

have achieved International success. Our models

have gone on to appear in campaigns for Revlon,

Cosmopolitan, Queenspark, SA Fashion Week and

have won national and international pageants like

Miss SA and Miss SA Teen (top 5), Miss Tourism

International, Miss Bikini International and former Miss

SA and Miss Universe – Demi-leigh Nel-Peters so

much more.



My name is Demi Potgieter and I am a professional,

qualified makeup artist and stomatologist who has

been working in the industry for about 7 years now.

I am insanely passionate about face and body

painting, specialising in special effects and

Halloween makeups. I love being creative and

exploring different techniques whenever I get the

chance to.

I use only the most durable and most compatible

makeup brands on the market to complete my

looks, ensuring my clients have maximum comfort

and little chance of any skin reactions. These brands

include Kryolan Professional Make-Up amongst some

others.

Motivation: I had never planned to do makeup or

beauty as a career, however upon starting my first

course I quickly discovered my love and passion for

making people feel good about themselves and

being able to create something that people found

different and interesting.

My advice for any makeup lovers or up and coming

makeup artists is to always say yes to whatever job

arises (even if you don't know how to do it), you'll

figure it out later. You never know what opportunities

might follow!

Always be honest with your clients. You are the

expert here and they need to trust in your

knowledge and experience, so guide them as much

as possible and ensure you're always on the same

page with the brief - this could save you many

headaches and potentially unhappy customers.

LESS IS MORE with makeup - especially on more

mature clients. Trends and YouTube styles seem to

tell us otherwise, however trust your instincts and

think about what you're doing logically.

I believe that makeup should
enhance ones natural beauty and
not completely transform someone
into stranger. It should showcase your
clients best features, and that's
important to explain to her and
advise accordingly.

Skin is everything!! Ensure to always take caution in

choosing the correct foundation type and color for

your client. If the foundation is wrong, the rest of the

makeup won't be where the focus is and this could

become an issue - especially on camera! You will

come across Bride-zillas and clients who will tell you

how to do your job.

Its important to keep your cool, stay professional and

remember that your reputation is always on the line.

It just takes one bad word to change clients

perspectives so always be cautious. The same goes

for hygiene! Always take caution in disinfecting your

tools and using disposables wherever possible -

especially during this pandemic. Above all, just

have fun, love what you do and take pride in your

work. Being a perfectionist pays off in our industry!

Company Profile: As mentioned I have been doing

makeup for nearly 7 years now, and have been

alone in managing my clients and maintaining

ongoing personal relationships with them. Free

Lance work has allowed me to be flexible, and

accommodating to my clients although I have a full

time job elsewhere.

I travel to my clients to do makeup in the comfort of

their home or that of a venue, and I believe my

prices are pretty much on par with what the going

rate is.

I am also very passionate about
styling hair for special occasions and
photoshoots.

You can find more of my work on Instagram:

@demalicious_artistry

Should you wish to ask me any questions, make

bookings or receive quotations, you are more than

welcome to email me on

demipotgieter4@gmail.com and I'll get back to you

timeously.

Make-up Artist - Demi Potgieter 



Prashina Figueiredo is a South African born,

Freelance Photographer and internationally certified

Makeup Artist currently living in Copenhagen

Denmark.

In 2016 I left South Africa to live with my husband

who is a Portuguese national. We have 2 wonderful

kids together Francisco and Xiomara and we love to

travel! We have lived in 4 different countries and

plan to continue being adventurous.

My love for photography was born out of my travels,

wandering new places, meeting new people,

learning different cultures and art. I began

documenting my travels and shooting mostly castles,

palaces, and landscapes of all the places I've

travelled to and slowly started exploring other

photography genres.

It's safe to say I have never put down the camera

ever since! I shoot fashion, beauty, people, places

and products, but I have more recently been putting

a strong focus on Fashion and beauty portraits. I also

offer my models the option of having their makeup

done by me for the shoot as I have a Master

international makeup artistry qualification.

I embrace natural light and enjoy shooting outdoors

but I also work with studio lighting. I just love creating

wonderful images, capturing great moments for

generations to come and at the same time share my

unique style of photography. Photography is art and

breaking the rules once in a while is ok, photography

helps me express myself and share with others a

unique perspective.

My advice to those who would like to seriously

explore photography as a career, take your camera

off auto and shoot manual! You will learn that

there’s so much more you can create! In

photography you never stop learning don’t be

afraid to try new things.

https://www.facebook.com/FigueiredoStudios/

https://instagram.com/prashina_figueiredo_studios

https://instagram.com/philocaly_artistry

Photographer - Prashina Figueiredo



Tell the readers more about yourself..

My name is Melody Zondo, I am a married Mom of

two incredible children. I’m a business owner in the

beauty sector and run a home based studio that

specializes in makeup artistry, Microblading and

Skincare products.

Before venturing on my own, I spent two decades in

Corporate South Africa manoeuvring different work

spaces. I am also a signed commercial model and

have worked with international brands such as Easy

Waves. I love the digital space and have my own

YouTube channel where I share my love for beauty,

tackle different topics and Domestic violence and

abuse.

I am the reigning Mrs Universe South Africa and feel

privileged to have the opportunity to represent my

country. The platform for the pageant is Domestic

violence and abuse, an issue that is very personal to

me as I am a survivor.

What came first, modeling or pageants?

Neither, I took a chance and found my voice. I

wanted to advocate that age is just a number, and

that no matter how old you are your able to reach

your dreams.

How were they similar, and how were they different,

in shaping you as a woman?

I found my voice and a renewed sense of

confidence that escalated this desire. As this

experience changed my life in every single way, and

I want that for others. I found myself again, the little

ambitious girl that was lost. I had pageants so wrong!

It’s much more than just beauty. Due to this pageant

I am free, I am not just an abuse survivor.

How would you describe your own personality?

Girrrrrlll…. Sometimes I am a hot mess. I am

unorthodox, persistent, I’m filled with fire. I am a

people person, and I am so ambitious to the point

that I question myself. I love humour and having a

good time.

What are some of the issues and causes you are

raising awareness and advocating for?

Gender based violence, Women empowerment,

Gender equality and the LGBTQ + community. As

these are all platforms close to me.

Let our readers know some of the things you are

currently working on and some exciting things we

can expect from you in the future.

At the current moment, there is so much going on.

I’m having meet and greets. I’m going big with more

charity projects. I’m collaborating with some of the

biggest names in South Africa. Then I’ll be going to

Seoul, South Korea from 27 November - 5 December

for Mrs Universe world.

What would you like to be remembered for as a

titleholder?

Someone that was bold, brave and who made a

difference in people’s lives. Someone that inspired

people to be who they are, they’re true self’s. A

person that was there for people, human equality I

wish I had a magic wand, but that’s not reality,

reality is that I have to use my voice to show

everyone is equally important.

#GBV is trending on social media to bring awareness

to gender-based violence. What is one positive and

one negative of the movement?

Positive – we are talking about it, we now

understand the problem, now that we are aware we

can change.

Negative – people are still uneducated, alert of

traditional beliefs that contribute, how do you

change beliefs. We have a long way, but I am here

walking it and I know we will stop this monster of a

problem.

How do you see yourself fifteen years from now?

For the next 15 years I see myself growing as a

brand, running an international pageant, a

cosmetics mogul and contributing towards my

communities to bring about the necessary change

when it comes to Equality.

Who is the most influential person in your life?

I don’t just have one.

• My late grandmother – she was the most amazing

person I ever met, she thought me to be selfless,

to be true, to be you, to be there for others. She

used this for 101 years. Everyday I remind myself of

these lessons she taught me. Today she still inspires

me.

• My children – they surprise me everyday, they are

empaths &amp; living their truth. I learn so much

from them everyday.

If you were giving the chance to change something

from the past, what would it be?

I wouldn’t, I have had a tough life growing up but

that thought me so much and moulded me into the

person I am today. The one thing I would want is to

spend more time with my mother, who I took for

granted.

What is your greatest contribution to the community?

All I have done, I want to do so much more than I

think I can.

What is beauty according you?

Confidence, being authentically yourself, loving

yourself. Being able to wake up and have joy for

new reasons. Beauty is so much, it’s living your truth

and not what society tells us what it should be.

What do you like to do for fun?

I like spending time with my family. I come from a big

family, I have a husband who let’s me be. I love

travel, window shopping. Like any other woman I

love shopping. I like to vibe with good food and

great people.

What have you learned about yourself today?

I have learned that I am a very resourceful person.

When I set my mind to something, nobody will make

me change my mind. I’m setting it out that I’m going

to win Mrs Universe world.

What advice would give someone who is entering a

pageant for the first time?

Be yourself, I believe that we all have our Something

that no one else have. Focus on your journey, know

what you want! Have a Strong WHY! Don’t just do it

for the crown.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/MelodyZondoMrsUniver

seSA2021

Twitter: https://twitter.com/MrsUniverseSA

Bookings: verona@blazemodels.co.za

Introducing - Melody Zondo
Mrs Universe Africa 2020/21



Introducing Make-up Artist
Madelyn Badenhorst - Owner of Beauty Excellence Salon



Studied four years at Technicon Pretoria - B Tech

(Somatology - Tech Pta/TUT); Studied international

Somatology degree: CIDESCO Makeup artist and

skincare specialist on the KykNet show, Glam Guru

since 2010.

Motivation – To do what you love doesn’t feel like

doing any work at all, my work feels like I’m treating

friends at a daily basis, making them feel and look

beautiful. I would recommend this line of work to

anyone who absolutely adore playing with colour (in

makeup), your work will feel like play every day. To

see someone gain self-esteem and confidence in

front of your eyes is magical. Just like my slogan says:

“let me bring out your inner beauty”.

Tip & Tricks – Make sure you stay up to date with the

latest trends in makeup, you have to be able to

assist any client who asks for something specific, one

example would be if someone asks for baking and

strobing to give them a more youthful appearance.

Remember that your clients will be visiting social

media platforms for ideas before she comes to you.

Company profile – Beauty Excellence (Soma

Excellence CC) is a beauty salon that I started in

2006 in Pretoria East (The Willows), it is a comfortable

at home salon that I am running alone, thus ensuring

you great quality treatments and service. You will

find various beauty treatments on offer, but I

specialize in day/evening makeup, bridal makeup,

stage makeup, special occasion makeup, dress up

party makeup, skincare and body waxing/hair

removal.

How did you get started?

I have been doing my cousins matric farewell

makeup since I wat 13 years old, I always had a flair

for colour and makeup. I just knew I was destined to

be a makeup artist and beauty therapist, making

people feel better about themselves was always the

best reward.

You have an incredible career – what have been

your highlights?

• I won a prize at the Technicon Pretoria for BEST

MAKEUP artist for the year 1999.

• In 2010 I was asked by Hannon Bothma to

audition for a makeup artist position on his show

Glam Guru (KykNet). I have been working on

Glam Guru since then.

• I was asked by the organisers of the Nasrec Rand

Easter Show to do on- stage makeup classes in

front of 2000+ people…3 years in a row!

• Doing makeup for various TV shows back stage.

What has been the biggest challenge of your

career?

• One of the biggest challenges of my career

would be starting from scratch after my divorce

form my first husband in 2013. But having a goal

and a vision made me work hard to pick myself

up and I made a great come-back.

• Covid-19 year almost had me under, but with

hard work, dedication, a very helpful husband

(yes I remarried in 2015) and faith, I managed to

keep my doors open.

Where do you get your inspiration from?

I get my inspiration from the love I have for a God

given talent, the will and drive to help people feel

and look their best and the unsatiable addiction to

seeing people admiring your work with love and joy.

What is Beauty to you?

A well looked after and groomed
woman/man, someone that can
keep their head high because they
know they look amazing. Whether it is
because of their daily make up, good
home skincare routine or just a red
lipstick they wear for a pop of colour.

What is your favourite celebrity makeup look and

why?

My most favourite celebrity makeup look would be

the timeless, yet classy, look of the Iconic Marilyn

Monroe. Her pouty red lips, swooshy lashes and well

defined eyeliner was so minimal, but a real

showstopper!

Can you give us any insight into your creative

process and how you conceptualise a look?

Everyone’s features are different from the next, if I

have my client in front of me, I firstly find out what

look she/he is interested in, then I start to look for the

flaws I want to hide, good qualities I want to

accentuate and which colour palate I would use.

Are you actually friends with any of your clients?

Clients always become my friends! There is just no

stopping a bonding session like sharing your flaws

and good qualities over some makeup, good

conversation and a coffee (well to be honest,

sometimes it is a glass of wine).

Who’s in your “squad”?

Me, myself and I. This way I can control the quality of

my work.

Who is your style icon?

My style icon has to be the late Kevyn Aucoin. He is

responsible for creating the most iconic makeup

looks during the 1990’s. He is the reason I fell in love

with the minimal makeup look, he created the most

beautiful sculpted makeup looks just by using a few

products and accentuating a woman’s natural

beauty… genius!

What was the biggest risk you’ve ever taken?

In terms of doing makeup…working with bridezillas!

There is no one on this planet that can make you

feel more like an amateur like a bride on a

rampage.

What, in your opinion, is the most important quality in

a Makeup Artist?

Passion!! Having passion for your work, people and

your artistry is the most important quality.

How do you stay abreast of the latest beauty trends?

Always! This is something that your clients are

keeping up to date on, why not you?

What three makeup items should no woman leave

home without?

Mascara, blush and a lipstick.

What is the most important beauty advice that you

can give to women?

Don’t try to keep up with trends or fashion, don’t get

me wrong, watching YouTube makeup tutorials is so

much fun, but those makeup looks are done in high

definition lighting and camera work…it is not always

suitable for day makeup. I’ve seen young girls

looking like the Tin Man (from the Wizard of Oz)

because of all the highlighter on their skin.

If you woke up tomorrow and gained any one ability

or quality, what would you want it to be?

To have the ability to do hair as well.

Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years?

Still happy doing what I love.

What is your idea of happiness and success?

Enjoying every day, finding peace and comfort out

of your job.

If you could visit any place in the world where would

you go? Why?

I would love to go to Germany one day, I would love

to go to a woman empowering seminar there.

German women always seem so self-assured and

strong. Then when I come back home, I would pass

on everything I have learned there.

If you could change one thing in the world, what

would it be?

I would like to completely eliminate gender-based

crime and bullying.

What keeps you motivated?

To do what you love doesn’t feel like doing any work

at all, my work feels like I’m treating friends at a daily

basis, making them feel and look beautiful. I would

recommend this line of work to anyone who

absolutely adore playing with colour (in makeup),

your work will feel like play every day. To see

someone gain self-esteem and confidence in front

of your eyes is magical. Just like my slogan says: “let

me bring out your inner beauty”.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

Future goals would be to retire in Knysna and have a

makeup studio with an ocean view.

Do you have a hidden talent?

Yes! I love fishing and camping (I’m pretty good at it

too).

Do you have any advice you would like to give to

other?

Live life to your fullest every day, even if you rest…do

it good!!

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Contact details –
Madelyn Badenhorst

083 300 9643
Facebook: @MadelynGlamGuru
Instagram: @Madelynglamguru

Introducing Make-up Artist
Madelyn Badenhorst - Owner of Beauty Excellence Salon
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INTERVIEW - Diane Nel

Tell the readers more about yourself, what you do,

about your title:

I am Diane Nel, blessed with the most supportive

husband, Riaan and my three beautiful children,

Tané, 20, Christiaan, 19 and my little boy, Ruan, 12

years of age, each so unique in their own way. I am

a business owner, Founder of DN Hope of Inspiration,

Mrs Cape Town 2014, Mrs Mzantzi Africa 2017and Mrs

Best of the Best SA 2021. I’m a motivational speaker,

Master of Ceremonies and a Pageant Judge. I

believe everyday is a good day if you choose to see

it.

What came first, modeling or pageants? How were

they similar, and how were they different, in shaping

you as a woman?

Modeling didn’t change me as a woman. I did

modeling as a child. Modeling is when you advertise

the products of others. It’s when you advertise their

dreams and ambitions. Pageantry can be seen as a

working title, which moulded me into the woman

that I am today.

It changed my thought process, my lifestyle, the way

that I do things and it added to my title from “Mother

and Wife” to “Mother, Wife and Uplifting Woman”. It

gave me more self-confidence and gave me the

courage to take challenges head-on. That is the

difference between the two.

How would you describe your own personality?

I would describe myself as a caring and giving

individual. I also like to think of myself as a bubbly

person and try to see the good in others, and classify

myself as a people’s person.

What are some of the issues and causes you are

raising awareness and advocating for?

I started DN Hope of Inspiration, because I wanted

woman to feel they are more worth, rather than just

feeling like an object. I want them to feel their inner

beauty. God didn’t create them to only be mothers,

but to build a bigger future and reach bigger

opportunities.

Never stop believing when your trust is broken, afraid

when you feel alone, or doubt yourself. Because you

are so special and everything that has happened

and is happening to you, and the people you meet,

is for a reason. Your path on Earth is already set in

stone.

Let our readers know some of the things you are

currently working on and some exciting things we

can expect from you in the future.

I am the owner and founder of DN Hope of

Inspiration, and I am currently building on my brand

in the form of giving motivational speeches, being a

Head Judge for Unseen International, as a Headline

sponsor of Unseen International and helping out

other charity organizations to care for

underprivileged individuals, including Badisa Trio.

Using DN Hope of Inspiration, I want to give hope to

those in need.

As for the future, there are some exciting new

business ventures, whilst still growing DN Hope of

Inspiration, building up the community and uplifting

women.

What would you like to be remembered for as a

titleholder?

I want to be remembered as a giving and caring

individual with a purpose. That I made an impact on

people, helping them, and knowing that I changed

their lives. They taught me that no matter who or

where you are, or what your circumstances are, that

your life matters.

#GBV is trending on social media to bring awareness

to gender-based violence. What is one positive and

one negative of the movement?

Gender-based violence is a topic that should be on

everyone’s lips. It is a topic where too many people

are uneducated on. GBV is an issue that not only

concerns SA, but happens worldwide. GBV is the

harming of women and girls in any way, shape or

form such as physical, sexual, verbal, emotional, and

psychological abuse and sometimes threats.

Gender-based violence is largely due to the

inequality of men and women.

This inequality disempowers women and girls as well

as other minorities. Women’s voices are being

suffocated so that their stories could not be heard

and it makes it easier for their natural human rights to

be taken away. To prevent Gender-based violence,

we have to engage men so that they can be

effective allies and start to become part of the

solution, rather than staying the problem.

The positive thing about this movement is that when

people, especially men, hear about the movement,

they get to be educated on the effects of GBV and

how it is a bad thing, and that it should be stopped. I

feel there are no negative aspects to the GBV

movement, as the purpose is to raise awareness,

educate and find a solution. This movement also links

to the #notallmen movement as it is to raise

awareness that it may not be “all men” but women

do not know WHICH men they can trust and

therefore are in constant fear.

How do you see yourself fifteen years from now?

I want to see myself as being a
business owner, and opening another
brand. Being successful and having
my own school for underprivileged
children and doing my motivational
work and having my own centre. The
centre is for women who feel
worthless. I want to make them
beautiful and groom them so that
they can see and feel their worth. I
believe a woman is God’s greatest
creation.

Who is the most influential person in your life?

She might not be alive today, but the most influential

person in my life is Lady Diana. It’s not about the

name. It’s about her beliefs, passion and the love

she had for the underprivileged individuals. She had

always put her feeling aside, and put those in need

as a priority. As a child I always looked up to her,

and wanted to make the impact in other peoples

lives, the way she did.

If you were given the chance to change something

from the past, what would it be?

That I didn’t have enough time to say goodbye to

my loving and dear best friend, before she suddenly

pasted away. I had known Kobie for approximately

30 years and in those years, she had become a

second mother to me. I always thought tomorrow

would be another day, until she had passed away.

If I could change something from the past, it would

be to spend more time with her.

What is your greatest contribution to the community?

My passion to give and the passion I have to

change lives. To uplift women and show them their

worth.

What is beauty according to you?

Beauty is when you have a beautiful and caring

heart, because once you shine from within, it shows

on the outside. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder,

and not what you portray to be.

What do you like to do for fun?

I love spending time with my family, my husband

and my children. I also love to do Body20 because I

believe that a healthy body equals a healthy mind.

What have you learned about yourself today?

I have learned that I can do and
achieve whatever I want if I set my
mind to it. I have learned that I am
stronger than I thought. I believe that
wherever I find myself, that is where
the Heavenly Father wants me to be.

What advice would you give someone who is

entering a pageant for the first time?

Take the courage to do your best. It’s important to

be thankful for who you are. Allow yourself to

grow and set a goal. Believe in yourself and know

that you will be unstoppable.
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Where are you located? And what services do you

offer.

Free State Province and I did wedding

photography for 8 years along with Fashion

Photography for JHB Model Agencies but is only

into the Fashion Photography now.

How did you get started?

Boy oh boy, this is a big question. Beautiful pictures

always caught my eye since I can remember.

Always wished I could too. I got my first DSLR and

soon realized my abilities with my camera were

inadequate. I kept practicing, I went for a few

photography workshops and the rest after that

was practice, practice, practice and more

practice. Until this day I still learn new things, I still

get inspiration and try new things.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

Photography makes me understand people

better, getting to know more people, getting to

know the model, it makes me more social and

more sensitive and I feel the sadness or anger they

hide behind smiles. You can also feel the love and

laughter, because a picture can tell a lot of things.

Photography also makes me creative and

productive to practice patience and focus.

What was your most memorable shoot?

Winter shot in the water in the heart of the Free

State winter. I showed this photo idea to the model

and asked her if she is willing to do that. With no

hesitation she said yes. I reminded her about the

Free state winter as the Free State winter is no joke.

We got into the freezing cold water to get the

perfect shot. And it was so worth it. We both got so

many compliments on that photo.

Are you a full-time photographer?

No, I am a Health and Safety officer at a Sunflower

plant in Bethlehem. I was privileged enough to do

it full time for 7 years. Then circumstances forced

me to find a more permanent income.

What do you do for fun?

Hiking, with my not so very enthusiastic about

hiking teenage daughters. I am a very outdoor

person. And reading, Fiction, my favorite Authors

are James Patterson and Dean Koontz

What has been the highlight of your career?

When Hanri Human told me that my photos are

absolutely stunning, I was flabbergasted about

that comment. (She did a family shoot for us a

couple of years ago) She is a big inspiration, and

her comment just made me feel that I was a good

enough photographer that didn’t have to stand

back for, what I’ve imagined, the well-known

photographers were.

Who are your biggest influences?

Sean Archer, Amanda Diaz, Brandon Barnard and

Hanri Human

How have you developed your career?

Getting inspiration and mastering that specific

shot. You cannot stagnate as a photographer. You

always have to grow and you have to try new

things. In photography there are always new things

to learn.

What are you most proud of to date?

Mastering photoshop (giggles)

What is your favorite quote?

If you don’t go after what you want, you will never

have it. If you don’t ask, the answer will always be

NO. If you don’t step forward, you’ll always be in

the same place. – Nora Roberts

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

3 Great photos are better than 20 average one’s. I

will never forget these words of advice that was

given to me.

Be aware of Backgrounds: what’s in your frame?

So often I see great photos and think, didn't they

see that garbage bin, ugly wall, sign, etc? It's not

just the person or object in your frame, it's

everything else in the background that can make

or break a great photograph.

Shoot everyday: The best way to hone your skills is

to practice. Experiment, your style – your ‘voice’

will emerge in time.

See the light – Before you raise your camera, see

where the light is coming from and use it to your

advantage.

The Golden Hour: Shoot portraits and landscapes

in the golden hours – the light is softer and the

colors are more vibrant

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Belle_photo_Weddings - Instagram

vermaakmaureen - Instagram

Bellephoto Photography - Facebook

Maureen Vermaak : 0736581441

Email: maureenvermaak@gmail.com

Photographer - Maureen Vermaak
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I am Dawrette Heyns. I am from Upington in the

Northern Cape. I am happily married to Ivan Heyns

and I am the mom of 2 boys. Bernardt Heyns (12)

and Divan Heyns (7). I am also the owner of

Dawrette Heyns Modelling Academy since 2006. I

am also a trauma counsellor.

I was born in Upington and I grew up here. After

stepping out of pageants for 10 years I entered Mrs.

Northern Cape in 2019 and won that title. In 2021 I

entered Mrs. South Africa and am currently a Semi-

Finalist. This is the biggest pageant for married

women in South Africa. Just this year they had a

huge amount of entrants. I will be competing for a

spot in the top 25 at the end of June at Emperors

Palace in Kempton Park.

What came first, modeling or pageants? How were

they similar, and how were they different, in shaping

you as a woman?

Modeling came first while I was still in high school

and then pageants just after school. Living in

Upington made things a bit harder for me. We are

very far from everything. I am changing that year by

year by bringing competitions to Upington.

I also teach my students that there is a huge

difference between modeling and pageantry.

When you are modeling, you need to get the

attention away from yourself and get the public and

audience's attention on the product you were hired

to advertise.

I love photo modeling. During a pageant, you need

to get all the attention on yourself, stand out and

advertise yourself. I love both. They are different with

different styles and different challenges.

During pageants you make a lot of friends, you do

networking and you challenge yourself to the next

level. I learned how to compete against myself and

not against the one next to me.

How would you describe your own personality?

I am kind. I have a lot of self-confidence, yet very

humble. I love working with people especially with

children. I have a heart for people.

What are some of the issues and causes you are

raising awareness and advocating for?

Human bullying (all ages), broken people caused by

trauma. Stolen identities caused by trauma and

people's basic needs that are not med.

Let our readers know some of the things you are

currently working on and some exciting things we

can expect from you in the future. All of my attention

is currently towards the Mrs. South Africa pageant.

Hopefully, we can expect the title in November.

What would you like to be remembered for as a

titleholder?

My kindness, humbleness, and my love for people. I

would like people to remember my journey as well

as the lessons I learned.

#GBV is trending on social media to bring awareness

to gender-based violence. What is one positive and

one negative of the movement?

A lot of people are blind and not educated on this

matter. It needs to be brought to people's attention.

I think the only negative thing is that we only year

about the abuse of women, yet there are men out

there being abused by women as well.

How do you see yourself fifteen years from now?

Still living in Upington with my husband and sons. Life

is currently good to me so it would be great if things

would be like it is now, just 15 years later.

Who is the most influential person in your life?

My husband. He is my greatest supporter yet my

greatest critic. He gets me to challenge myself in

ways I never thought possible.

If you were given the chance to change something

from the past, what would it be?

Nothing, my past, and everything that happened

shaped me into the woman I am today.

What is your greatest contribution to the community?

My willingness to help.

What is beauty according to you?

Beauty is taking care of yourself from the outside. I

am a believer that our bodies are His temple and we

need to take care of ourselves on the outside as well

as taking care of ourselves emotionally and

spiritually.

Beauty is also humbleness. The way you treat other

people and make them feel. Spending time in His

presence makes you beautiful.

What do you like to do for fun?

I love spending time with my husband and sons

watching movies, making pizzas ex. Time with them,

that fun.

What have you learned about yourself today?

I love people but my alone time with my family is the

best time I will ever have.

What advice would you give someone who is

entering a pageant for the first time?

Be yourself, compete against yourself and no one

else. Challenge yourself to be the best you can.

Except if you don't win this time, there is always the

next time. Please don't compare yourself to others

and treat your fellow competitors the way you would

like to be treated. Learn as much as you can. Enjoy

the journey. Keep the name of the brand high. This is

very important. Don't do any negative publicity.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Dawrette Heyns

072 123 88 04

https://web.facebook.com/dawretteheyns.modellin

gacademy/

www.dawretteheynsmodelling.com

Main Goal:

• Personality and Self-esteem development.

• Nobody can make you feel inferior without your

consent.

• Break free from everything that is holding you

captive in life. Every circumstance, emotion, etc.

Ps 119:114+116

'You are my refuge and my shield 
and Your promises are my only 

source of hope. 

"Yah" you promised to let me live! 
Never let it be said that my Elohim 

failed me.'

Introducing - Dawrette Heyns
Mrs. South Africa Semi-finalist

To vote for her 
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Ace Models Port Elizabeth
Volenti Robson

My name is Volenti Robson, known as Vee. I

am a 43 year old mother of 3 children aged

22, 21 and 18 years old. I have been married

for 22 years now and I have been modelling

since the age of 11 years old. I have always

had a love and passion for modelling and the

beauty and fashion industries.

At age 18, straight after high school I decided

to take a gap year and I moved to

Johannesburg for a year to pursue my

dreams.

There I joined an agency, had 3 jobs and

managed to model part time for a hair

magazine (I still had hair back then). Being

rejected at castings and auditions became

normal as the modelling industry is very cut

throat and you grow a thick skin after hearing

the words NO too many times.

I was never the height of a model (I am only

1,63m tall) so photographic modelling was the

way to go for me.

But that didn’t stop me from
pursuing my ultimate goal of
owning my own Academy some
day, and so I did. I love
connecting and working with
people.

I also own and operate an independent

home-based bakery for the past 10 years, The

Cake Company by Vee.

How I got Started:

Ace Models International is a modelling

Academy which is 28 franchises strong with

branches all over SA, Namibia and Australia.

Ace was founded by Joani Johnson in 2005. A

former Mrs South Africa, successful model,

business women and the CEO of the MRS SA

(Pty)Ltd. Anri Powell is the Managing Director

and Cindy Nell-Roberts, former Miss SA and

Miss Universe runner – up is our Business

Development Director. It is one of the biggest

and best modelling academies in South Africa.

I purchased the PE Franchise in December

2019 and opened my doors in February 2020 in

a small studio in Walmer Downs, Port Elizabeth,

where I started out with just 3 girls. It has been

a tough few months with Corona almost

crippling the hopes and dreams I had

envisioned for Ace Models PE’s future. But with

a multitude of support from family and friends, I

have managed to increase my number of

students, during lockdown, and we are still

going strong.

My goal is to empower females
to reach their full potential and
instil in them that we are capable
of doing and being anything we
choose.

That women are capable of
achieving and doing more and
that all women are inherently
worthy.



What do I offer and the classes I give:

My mission at Ace PE, is to create professional

models and successful young individuals and to

teach young boys and girls the importance of self-

care. At ACE Models PE, professionalism is of great

importance and that is why all models at Ace PE

learn the importance of self-presentation, self-

respect and self-confidence. I provide training in all

aspects of the modelling industry including Ramp

Training, Photographic Modelling, etc. We also offer

a Beauty Pageant Training course.

Here we prepare young ladies for being a finalist,

pageant criteria and Tips, Pageant preparation,

Interviews, etc. We also offer One-on-One Training,

Male and female Grooming, Makeup, Skincare,

Public Speaking, Life Skills and Presenting skills. We

help women develop their self-esteem and self-

confidence. We do quarterly themed photo shoots

and Fashion Shows and also offer online Zoom

Sessions.

We make use of an Ace Curriculum, from week 1 to

50 with extensive notes and practical lessons on all

relative subjects in the fashion and beauty industry.

We follow a high standard curriculum that covers all

aspects of the modelling, fashion and beauty

industry and our curriculum has been developed

over a period of 15 years.

I wanted to move away from the idea that

modelling was only for the thin and slender girls of

this world, which is absolutely not true. And so I

incorporated classes for the Fuller Figured women

and Adult ladies who have been told that they are

too old to pursue their dreams. These are the women

I am drawn to, to help them become the best

versions of themselves.

We have a diverse group of women at the

Academy, all different shapes and sizes, different

heights, looks and backgrounds, all coming together

to achieve a common goal, to uplift women and

support them in any way, shape or form. This is my

vision for the future of ACE MODELS PE.

At Ace Models PE, there are no height, age or

weight requirements needed. We accept from ages

6 to 23 years of age, we also offer monthly

workshops for Adults 24 years and older and we

accept Plus sizes.

What makes my business unique:

I am always there for my students, and give them

peace of mind, they know they can count on me. I

inspire people to think out of the box, to think

different, to be different and not allow others to tell

them who they can and cannot be. We live in a

world filled with cruelty and hate, I teach love,

kindness and acceptance of oneself. My classes are

not just about walking techniques and photo shoots,

there’s so much more to modelling than that.

Women come in all sorts of beautiful shapes and

sizes, and we are always looking for a glorious variety

of models to reflect that reality. Tall, short, narrow or

curvy; women have different frames and body types

and need to be represented in the world they see

around them. I believe that women want to see

models they can identify with, and the world of

fashion is also waking up to the reality that models

no longer need to be super-slim and big is beautiful!

Mature modelling is also on the rise and the fashion

world is finally realising that you can never be too old

to become a model. We encourage adult

modelling, because you’re never too old to model.

I want women to realise that their
worth is never defined by the size of
their waist, and that there is no weight
in beauty.

So it doesn’t matter how someone
else sees you, perceives you or
believes what you can do. You are
not who people say you are! Be
fearlessly authentic, always aim for
progress instead of perfection.

Traditionally we have been taught to be competitive

with one another. It’s so clear, that strategy does not

work. The truth is that raising each other up and

channelling the power of collaboration is truly how

we’ll change the equation. There is power in the

pack! I want to make an impact so that women can

realise that their strengths make the table better. We

need to reverse the stereotype that women don’t

support other women.

I always say, a woman alone has power, but

collectively we have impact.

Social Media Links:

Instagram - @acemodels_pe

Facebook – Ace Models Port Elizabeth

Class Location:

E.P Badminton Hall,

55 Alan Drive, Walmer Downs,

Port Elizabeth.

Ace Models Port Elizabeth
Volenti Robson



I’ve always loved taking photos. To me a photo is

more than capturing a memory, it’s also forever

preserving a moment in time. It’s a little bit of magic.

When I take photos, I love to capture the essence of

what makes each person unique. People fascinate

me and I want people to fall in love not just with the

photo but the soul inside it.

Where are you located and what services do you

offer?

Potchefstroom, but traveling to nearby areas. I offer

packages of make-up and a photoshoot. Fashion

photography and location shoots are my speciality.

How did you get started?

For the longest time, photography was my favorite

hobby. People used to ask me all the time why I

didn’t do it full time. In 2020 I took the leap and

decided to start my photography business,

Acorntribe Photography.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

The people you get to meet. I love the excitement of

when you send the photos to a client. And then

when they change all their profile photos on social

media, you know they are happy and feel beautiful.

What was your most memorable shoot?

It’s hard to pick a favorite. Every photoshoot is

unique and people bring different energy every

time. I love to collaborate with designers and see

how their style comes through in the photos. Some of

my favorite collaborations was with Jose de Canha

and Viwa Prive.

What do you do for fun?

Martial arts/gym. I’m a bit of a fitness junkie. And I

am very passionate about self-defence. I would like

to teach women’s self-defence.

What has been the highlight of your career?

Being asked as a fashion photographer for Janny

Djan models in Potchefstroom.

Who are your biggest influences?

I really like Annie Leibovitz. She is a brilliant

photographer. But mostly my influences come from

everyday life. Life is full of magic and we need to

teach ourselves how to see beauty everywhere you

look.

How have you developed your career?

Word of mouth have been my best career boost so

far. If your clients are happy, they tell everyone and

that brings you more clients.

What are you most proud of to date?

Looking back and seeing how I have improved over

the years. I like to celebrate small wins but then push

myself to try something even more outrageous.

What is your favorite quote?

You can’t always have a good day, but you can

always face a bad day with a good attitude.

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Practice, a lot! Take photos of all your friends. And

find your style. It’s good to look to others for

inspiration but you have to make your work yours.

Don’t follow a crowd or try to copy someone else’s

work. And don’t be afraid to ask money for your

work.

CONTACT DETAILS
https://www.facebook.com/acorntrib

ephotography
+27 72 187 8042

mars.ackerman@gmail.com

Photographer - Marynka Ackerman



Tell the readers more about yourself..

I am André Smith from Uhmbrellha Photography. I

am based in Randfontein Gauteng. I have been

doing photography for about ten years. I am

currently assisting with Wings of Inspiration care

centre for the elderly. My other passions are singing,

acting, producing and directing.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

I love photography as it gives me the freedom to

express myself creatively. I prefer fashion

photography as it challenges me more than other

genres.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot was a catalogue for

Selsius clothing company.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I am a fulltime photographer who loves charity

work.

What is your favorite quote?

My favourite quote is " Imagine becoming the

person who you admire"

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

My advice to aspiring photographers is technical

knowledge first and then everything else will fall into

place.

Facebook: @uhmbrellhaphotography

078 4858 489

or uhmbrellha@gmail.com

Photographer - André Smith 
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My name is Rosa Van Niekerk. I am a daughter of the

King, happy, brave and strong. I was born in

Keetmanshoop, Namibia, on 22 July 1976, and

thereafter moved to Upington in South Africa, where

I matriculated at Hoërskool Duineveld in Upington, in

1994. I studied law at the University of The Free State

in Bloemfontein, South Africa and obtained a B.Prok

Degree in 2000. I am currently the sole proprietor of a

medium sized law firm called Rosa Van Niekerk

Attorneys, in Westonaria, South Africa. This is a

general practice, where we do both civil and

criminal litigation, family law, contracts and debt

collections.

Because I previously experienced both physical and

emotional abuse, I have a passion for family law.

With an Italian mother and an Afrikaans father, my

temperament is perfect for a Court/Litigation

Attorney. During 2017 I was invited by the Law

Society of the Norther Province of South Africa to

attend the training course to become an aspirant

candidate Judge for the High and Appeal Court of

South Africa. I completed the training successfully

and I am now blessed to be part of a few attorneys

that has this title in South Africa.

As practicing attorney for the past 17 years I have

focused a lot on Family Law and more specifically

Domestic Violence. I fight in the Courts day in and

day out for women effected by Domestic

Violence/Gender Base Violence, because to me it is

personal, and I feel that I can make a real

difference, immediately. I believe you walk your talk!

This brings me great joy! I am very passionately

involved in humanitarian work and Gender Base

Violence, bullying and children.

I am married to a wonderful man, Jacobus van

Niekerk and have two daughters Rosa (14) and

Isabelle (12) who live with me in Westonaria, South

Africa. I am very passionate about horse riding and

both myself and my daughter (Rosa) compete in

Western Riding competitions in our country. I use this

platform to spread awareness with my message of

Crown Up.

My message shares the following theme:

When a baby girl is born she is
beautiful, perfect and with an invisible
Crown. During her life that crown may
fall off if someone tells her something
nasty, such as you are fat or ugly and
she begins to feel insecure or

inadequate about herself. This is when
my message of Crown Up resonates.

When you polish the outside of a
woman with make-up all the inner
beauty that she is really about, shines
through, and the women puts her God
given crown back on. Thus my motto
– GET UP, PRAY UP, CROWN UP and
RISE UP.

The world of make-up led met into the word of

pageantry. I received the following titles, Mrs. Grand

South Africa 2017, Mrs. Classic Universe 2018 and Ms

World International Petite 2019 extended until

November 2021, due to COVID-19. I am very

passionately involved in humanitarian work relating

to Gender Base Violence, bullying and children. I

have helped raise funds for the Reinhard Drewel

Organisation (aiming to prevent child drowning

through awareness and education).

I have done multiple public speaking engagements,

through the years, about Gender Based Violence,

bullying and my message of Crown Up at churches,

schools, businesses and public events. One of my

most memorable public speaking events was, as the

International guest speaker for Pretty Pearls and

Clutches Women Empowerment brunch in

Jacksonville, Florida, United States of America, during

December 2019.

As director and attorney of Rosa Van Niekerk

Attorneys I have mentored several people through

the years on how to become successful in the field of

law. In one instance one of my personnel was getting

married and they could not afford a wedding gown,

hair and make-up. It was my greatest joy to sponsor

and do the make-up and photo’s for the bride, and I

think I cried more than the bride.

I have done lots of pro bono work for churches as

well as individuals as an attorney through the years. I

do this willingly because I am passionate about my

community, and I realize that there is a great need

for legal assistance, for people that cannot afford

the services of an attorney.

I am really grieved about bullying and online

bullying. I have made a video on my social media

platforms calling for no more online bullying. I have

spend time with children reading books for them as

part of the Nadibali Book Education System, which I

dearly love. Though my passion for horses I have

helped the Rotara School for children with disabilities,

using horse equine therapy.

During the lock-down period in South Africa my

husband and I joined a feeding scheme sponsoring

food packages for families in need for a period of 4

(four) months, called “Adopt a Family”. In addition –

It is my ultimate passion and privilege to be part of

Project Rage NPO, as a director and their official

representative for the fight against Gender Based

Violence.

My specific platform is to act as attorney and

represent woman identified by Project Rage NPO to

help them obtain, domestic violence interdicts,

harassment interdicts at Court and any other kind of

legal work required. This project is very near and dear

to my heart, and it is a privilege to be part of it!

I also assist Boere Droogtehulp SA NPO with

fundraising and I act pro bono (for free) as their legal

advisor. Boere Droogtehulp SA NPO provides food for

the farmers to feed their animals in this difficult time

of drought in South Africa. I am very involved in the

Lenasia community and yearly attend the Ghandi

Walk. I am a non-executive director of SAIFA (South

African Film and Industry Awards) where we award

young and upcoming talent in the film industry.

I am humbled and blessed to receive an honorary

Dr. degree from the Global International Association

with Stanford University USA. I am also humbled and

blessed to be a recipient of the Women of Wonder

Visionary Gauteng Awards 2020.

I am also humbled and blessed to be
a recipient of the Women of Wonder
International Law Awards 2020 held in
Dubai. I am further humbled, blessed
and exited to be chosen as a Semi-
Finalist for Mrs. South Africa 2021.

I life by my motto GET UP, PRAY UP, CROWN UP and

RISE.

Social Media: Rosa Van Niekerk Semi Finalist Mrs.

South Africa 2021/2022

Make-up artist: Cathy Heaton (Ace Models

Johannesburg)

Agency: ACE Models Johannesburg North

Introducing - Rosa Van Niekerk
Mrs. South Africa 2021 Semi-Finalist

To vote SMS 

Rosa van Niekerk
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(R3 – free SMS's do
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Competing Internationally
By Carolyn Baldwin Botha



This topic is constantly under
discussion and although it is an
awesome experience for your child
or yourself to go and compete in an
International pageant, I do believe
that there are more con artists
working on your emotions and on
parents to take their children
overseas, than people who have the
child or the contestant’s best interests
at heart.

I see red every time I scroll through Facebook and

see photos of children at International pageants –

and the biggest thing that you see is that in the

entire competition – which is already using a title

belonging to another organiser illegally – is that the

age group for entries is say 4 – 17 years old and in

total there are 12 contestants at the competition – of

which 5 are very ‘proudly’ from South Africa!

Now this means that in in 5 age groups, averaged

out there are not even 2 – 3 contestants from ‘all

over the world’ in each category. I understand that

parents are enticed into entering their children into

these types of competitions, but at the end of the

day, and International title should amount to more

than at least 5 kids in an age group – from more

than 3 countries as well!

I normally receive all the complaints and requests to

assist with litigation afterwards against these people,

but the problem is that you have already paid your

money and you will never get that back! Then we

have ‘National Directors’ encouraging parents to

enter their children into competitions which are

actually called ‘Festivals’ and then they come home

claiming to have won some World or Universe title!

Parents should really check out the proper history of

a competition before competing in it as well.

I have personally stopped supporting several

International competitions because of huge

irregularities and the case of - ‘it’s this country’s turn

to have a winner’ or ‘this organiser is new or has

brought lots of contestants so let us give her a win

this time’ and for this reason I have stopped

supporting these people. If contestants cannot win a

title fair and square there is no point in calling it a

competition. Just consider the fact that you paid a

lot of money to allow your daughter to claim a

fraudulent International title.

What is sad though, is that some of the less

professional people in the industry have now picked

up the ‘Directorship’ of these competitions and do

not care what the outcome is, because they too

have learnt that they will get their chance to have

‘winners’. These ‘Directors’ do not care how many

parents and kids they take to these competitions, as

long as they are making a quick buck out of it.

Many of these competitions are held in the Eastern

European countries and charge next to nothing for

contestants to enter, as little sometimes as €500 for

the competition, but parents are blindsided to the

fact that the competition is not going to be run

professionally and that the title is possibly a scam, as

the organiser is stealing a title that does not belong

to them.

These ‘National Directors’ are somehow also taking

unsuspecting parents and children to competitions,

where they have Directorship with two different

organisers for the SAME TITLE! Now how on earth can

anyone in their right mind, accept Directorship with

two different organisers to support competitions with

the same title? Surely parents should take these

organisers to task about this.

If you are ‘scouted’ for a competition in America

that is offering you fame and fortune, be incredibly

careful about this. Firstly, all you might win is a medal

and secondly many of the judges are not even

proper judges… the call-backs that get models so

excited end up being done by people

masquerading for the organisers as scouts and this

just gets your hopes up with nothing ever coming

from the call- back or competition except for

parents having a huge bill to cover for the trip.

Secondly, for a model to be able to work in the USA,

the model needs to be over 18 years old and has to

obtain a work permit which is not easy. If the model

is under 18, her parents will need to relocate to the

USA and start a whole new life. If the parents are not

fortunate enough to be extremely well off and have

jobs already earmarked to be able to go to, this

transition is not as easy as the scouts make it out to

be.

DO YOUR HOMEWORK when it comes
to International competitions before
spending a fortune on your kids
leaving nothing but a memory and a
huge debt to cover for the future. If it
sounds too good to be true, then
alarm bells should go off and you
need to do a proper due diligence
on the entire competition before

parting with your money.

When it comes to competitions for the adults, males

& females alike from 18 years and over, please

check the following carefully when entering.

• How long has the competition been running and

does their reigning winners have a good visibility

on social media with their titles.

• Always check the history of a competition and do

not let anyone convince you that you can win if

you do not fit the criteria that the competition is

looking for in a winner.

• If you are curvaceous it does not help that you

enter a bikini pageant where all the winners are

super thin. This should be common sense.

• Do you need to get people to pay for votes for

you?

• With the value of our currency being so much

lower than many other countries, you could find

yourself have an additional financial contribution

towards the competition other than the entry fee.

Many friends and family are reluctant to vote

when a vote costs $10 or even more in some

cases, so take this into account as well.

• Do the paid votes count towards you being

selected in the Top 20 or even as a winner?

• If the voting goes towards your success in winning,

the likelihood of you making the Top 3 when

voting is a part of the process of elimination, do

not bother wasting your time to enter.

• $10 for South Africans can be anything from R150

upwards, therefore, competing against Dollar

strong countries is almost impossible.

• If Public Likes or Public Choice also determines a

winner, again rather stay away from the

competition. Some contestants can afford to hire

a Social Media company who can easily ensure

that the contestant can get hundreds of

thousands of votes.

A recent competition that took place overseas, had

a South African representative competing who was

super prepared for the international circuit, not only

in her ramp skills but with incredibly gorgeous

clothing, and sadly this amazing your lady did not

make Top 20 due to insufficient votes.

We cannot compete against countries where the

contestants are reaching hundreds of thousands of

votes compared to a couple of hundred from South

Africa. Rather walk away from entering the

competition and save yourself thousands of Rands

and huge emotional torment and heartache. In

closing, only support organisers and competitions

that have decades of experience behind them

along with a clear-cut system of judging whereby

the best contestant on the ramp, interview etc will

win.

Competing Internationally
By Carolyn Baldwin Botha



My name is Andrew Stevens and I have been a part

time photographer of many years.

Where are you located and what services do you

offer?

I am located in Pretoria South Africa, I offer in lifestyle

(modeling portfolio), weddings and functions.

How did you get started?

I got started in photography from Highschool years

where I was part of the photography club, film

photography days. It was such an awesome

experience to develop the negatives and do our

own prints.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My love for photography just grew from there. I have

done a few short courses through the years and then

just self - taught. To provide the clients with

memorable memories thus name Memorable

Memoirs Photography.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot was shooting a wedding

for an older couple (pensioners) at Rovos Rail –

Steam train wedding at the station and taking the

supper trip on the most stylish couches around Pta.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I am a part time photographer.

What do you do for fun?

Walking in nature just adoring the beautiful

surroundings.

What has been the highlight of your career?

My highlight of my career was shooting a Matric

Farewell at the Palazzo Hotel (Montecasino).

Who are your biggest influences?

My biggest influences are Trompie Van Der

Berg(photographer), Marlene Neumann Fine Art

Photographer and Samantha Els (Model).

How have you developed your career?

I think I have developed well throughout the years. I

have gained a lot of knowledge through the

influence and guidance of many photographers,

makeup artists and models.

What are you most proud of to date?

I am most proud of to date is that a few times my

photos have been published in the PPMC Magazine,

I see it as an awesome achievement.

What is your favorite quote?

“Veni, Vidi, Cepi” ( I came, I saw, I captured)

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Learn the basics, trust, and believe in yourself,

practice and think out the box.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

www.instagram.com/memorable_memoirs_photogr

aphy

memorablememoirsphotos@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/memorablemoirsphotography

Photographer - Andrew Stevens 



My favourite thing about being a photographer:

It has to be the people – I have met so many

different kinds of people since starting my

photography business. Admittingly I have met a few

that has made me want to give up, but then you get

the few that just reminds you why you fell in love with

photography in the first place. I think that would be

my favourite part.

My photography style:

My style very much depends on the setting – when I

work in studio, I prefer a darker and more dramatic

feel to the final images; however when I work on

location and with natural light, I have a ‘softer’ and

brighter style.

What brand I use:

I shoot with Canon.

My most memorable shoot:

This one is hard, I have a few, but I think even

between all of those I have one that just stands out.

It was a couple that booked a last minute

engagement session before the special I was

running would end.

Our session was set for 2pm the Saturday. It was one

of those days where everything just seemed to go

wrong and we ended up only starting the session just

after 4pm, with the client arriving saying that

everything has gone wrong that day, we might just

as well forget about the session and not do it.

This was the first time where I decided not to check

the time and stick to my 45 minutes for the session.

We ended up shooting for more than 2 hours after

which we enjoyed a glass of champagne on the

beach with the couple. To date the images from this

session are some of my favourites and added to

that, this client has become one of my best friends – I

look forward to shooting their wedding in September

this year.

Am I a full-time photographer?

No – I am qualified as an Architectural Technician

and I hope to obtain status as a Professional

Architect in the near future. Photography is

something I have always had a passion for and I do

hope to one day be able to do photography full-

time, but for now it is a part-time thing I get to do

over weekends and in my free time.

What I do for fun:

I am a book lover, so I enjoy reading. I have also

started crocheting during lockdown, you would be

surprised how relaxing that can be.

In general I am a home body and I occasionally

enjoy a pool day or braai with some friends.

My favourite quote:

“When people ask me what equipment I use, I tell

them my eyes,” – Anon.

My advise to an aspiring photographer:

This is a piece of advice that was given to me when I

started out and I think this is the one piece of advice

that has stuck with me since day one.

When starting out it is crucial that you learn how to

use and understand your camera. You need to

know how to work with your settings; how to work

with light; how to plan a composition – know and

understand the basics and it will allow you to take

great photographs. So starting out in photography,

invest in lenses and worry about upgrading your

camera body once you understand the basics.

You can have the best camera body on the market,

but that does not mean you will take good

photographs; if you can master the basics and take

a great picture on an entry level camera, then

upgrading the body of your camera will make your

work so much better... Don’t worry about starting out

with the best, focus on mastering the basics first.

A paintbrush without a painter, does not make a

painting, just as a camera without a photographer,

cannot make a photograph.

MIA NAUDE

084 387 6619 | @studio8photographer |

mianaude.wixsite.com/studio8photography

Photographer - Mia Naude



Who is Berlina Du Preez?

I am a 32 year old woman from Centurion in the

Gauteng Province. I have been married to the most

wonderful supportive husband for the past 8 years

(Together for 17 Years ) I am also a mother to the

two, most amazing, free-spirited young boys who

gave me a whole new perspective on life. Born and

raised in Boksburg in the Eastrand, now situated in

Pretoria for the past 11 years.

The two things in my life that stand out for me is most

definitely being a wife and becoming a mother. I

experience overwhelming feelings of joy and

gratitude that are hard to express in a few simple

words. My children instinctively became my first

priority in life from the moment they were born. My

family will always come first.

Marriage goals were set and achieved, like all things

in life sacrifices had to be made, but I can look back

on all of it with a smile on my face and gratitude in

my heart, knowing it was all worth it.

After devoting all my time to my loved ones and with

the knowledge that my children can function much

more independently now the time is right for me to

focus on my personal dreams and Goals.

My main goal and biggest dream is
to feature as an Editorial Model and
to display my true self and grab
(Catch) the attention of my clients,
diverse audience.

Furthermore I want to grow as a model by taking on

all opportunities on my path and building

connections in the industry. This year I entered Ster-

Status Season 3 Reality Tv Show Competition to help

me achieve and reach my dreams and goals. Ster-

Status Competition is a Reality TV-Show created to

empower young ladies to work and grow in the

entertainment industry of South Africa. All

Participants are equipped with the necessary skills

they will need. Ster-Status is the ideal platform for

any young South African female who wishes to

pursue a career in the Entertainment industry.

This Ster-Status Journey only just started for me , and I

am so excited to be a Ster-Status Finalist, I have

already learned and discovered so much more

about myself.

I discovered that I have a real passion for Charity

work, by building communities for families, one home

at a time. And this just brings so much joy into my

heart and life.

With this journey thus far I have also discovered that I

have a real interest in becoming a presenter myself.

Honestly , I never want this wonderful journey to end.

I just love exploring all these new interests and

opportunities.

My Favourite motto in Life I go by is : "Be you always

they will judge you either way"

Each and every one have their own
values for different aspects of their
lives. Everyone does what they
believe in . This makes us all unique
and that is a great thing.

Credits:

Instagram: berlinadp

Make-up artist: Elaine Boshoff Ackerman

Photographer: Van Vuuren Photography

Introducing - Berlina Du Preez

What has been the highlight of your career?

Auditioning for ArtsAfrica in 2019, changed my life. I

received a call-back to perform at the International

Arts Talent Showcase and on this platform, I was

selected to perform at the IMTA, (International

Model and Talent Association), the world's largest

talent convention, in America.

How have you developed in your career?

I have definitely grown as an individual and as an

artist. I have learned new skills and I have discovered

things about myself, for example, I'm a pretty mean

voice over artist. I have also developed in the sense

that I have matured and am better able to manage

aspects like the media and interviews, which at first,

was quite intimidating.

What are you most proud of to date?

My journey to the IMTA has not been an easy one.

There were many obstacles along the way. I'm

proud of the fact that I haven't given up and that

with the support of so many, I am still pushing

towards my goal of performing on an international

stage in America in July 2021.

What accomplishments do you see yourself

achieving in the next 5 years?

I see myself being a positive role model for young

girls. I would like to record and produce my own

songs, I have already written 4 of my own songs. In 5

years time I also hope to have established myself as

a teen actress, while making my way into performing

arts school after completing High School in about 5

years time.

Tell me about your favourite performance in your

career.

It was definitely when I danced at the International

Arts Talent Showcase. I remember Rhavynn

Drummer, independent casting director for Tyler

Perry Studio's, smiling at me as I stepped onto stage.

The nerves and excitement at the opportunity to

perform for an international panel of judges, is

something I can't describe. I had the most amazing

time on stage.

How do you deal with performance anxiety?

In the past, I was very nervous, before I went on

stage or even into the ballet exam room. I would

close my eyes and take deep breaths until it was my

turn to perform. I also take about 2 mins, just to be by

myself, even if that is in a crowded room or while

waiting on standby.

I use this time to just get into my own head. The

more experience I gained, the more I learned this

skill of how to go into my own space, mentally, not

really focusing on the audience or noises or people

around me. What also helps before acting or singing,

are vocal and facial warmups, to kind of get the

blood flowing.

What would you do if you made a mistake during a

performance?

As a dancer, it has happened a few times, but I

have improvised and carried on dancing. I always

tell myself that the audience does not know my

dance, so they won't know I've made a mistake,

unless I draw attention to the mistake.

At a live singing concert, I forgot the words to my

song, I hit a total blank on stage for some reason!!! I

ended up having to rely on my dancing skills and

ended up dancing to the end of the song, instead

of singing. The audience and I laughed together

and I got a standing ovation at the end of it.

What advice would you give someone wanting to

follow in your footsteps?

Work hard, find what makes you happy and be

yourself. There's always going to be challenges and

sometimes those challenges will make you feel like

you want to quit or you are not good enough, but

keep pushing yourself, get out of your comfort zone,

and try new things until you get to know yourself and

discover what you are truly capable of doing.

If somebody wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

DM me on my Instagram account, @DakotaLee_702

or my official Facebook page @Dakota lee

Credits:

Photographer: John Filmalter

MUA: Sonia Raeburn

Agent: 33andMe Talent Agency

Dance Studio: Kimberley Dance Academy

Vocal Coach: E-Vocal Academy

Triple threat dancer, singer and actress!
Dakota Lee



Globe Modellook are situated in Rustenburg,

Northwest, South Africa with branches in

Potchefstroom, Koster, Randburg and Centurion.

Lizelle Jacobs owner and founder of Globe

Modellook are now in the modelling business for over

34 years.

We offer classes in Top Model, Ramp, Photogenic,

Beat, Spokes and Freeze modelling, Pageantry and

fashion shows. We work with scouting agencies and

have some of our models in TV ads for MTN and PnA

Stationary. TV Series like "7de Laan", "Getroud met

Rugby", " Binnelanders". Billboards Ads for Hunters

Rest Spa.

We also have models as extras in the movie Blended

and in a upcoming Netflix movie. We also have

models in Music Videos.

Through the years we had a lot of Title Holders who

represented South Africa in different countries.

• Little Miss South Africa - Minè Fourie

• Mr Pre-Teen South Africa - Ulrich Bornman

• Top Model of the World 2016 - Megan Lonergan

• Platafrica Fashion Week - Sukhita

• Miss Teen Galaxy Winner - Leanka Barnard

crowned in Bulgaria

• Grand Prix Mr Teen Galaxy 2019 Winner - Mornè

Barnard crowned in Bulgaria.

• Teen Grand Prix Winner Best Princess of the World -

crowned in Tbilisi Georgia - Leanka Barnard

• New York Fashion week for Willet Couture -

Leanka Barnard

• King and Queen of the Globe International-

Kealeboga Matsafu represented South Africa in

Thailand.

• South Africa Fashion Week 2020 - Jhontae de

Kock

• Miss Globe World - Chimonay Botha represented

South Africa in Albania

• last year in November.

Head Office Staff:

Lizelle Jacobs - Owner/ Founder/Coach/ Event

Manager

Natasha Coetzer - Associate/ Social media/ Charity

Projects & Admin

Zorina Homan - Model/Coach / Makeup Artist/

Owner and founder @Nina_Blush_Makeup_Artistry

Social Media Accounts:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Globe-

Modellook-1020920464614270/

Instagram:

https://instagram.com/globemodellook?igshid=x2h8

3crl98o6

LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/globemodellook-gml-

house-of-models-b57b8543

Contact Details:

Lizelle Jacobs

+27820846885

globemodellook@hotmail.com

Natasha Coetzer

+27748388663

globemodellook.natasha@gmail.com

Globe Modellook South Africa



“How did you become a photographer?” I was

asked. Standing in a crowded room with 2 cameras

hanging around my neck, I’d spent the past 4 days

taking photos of speakers and events at the New

York Travel Festival.

The woman who was curious about my profession

had noticed me floating around the festival. As I

thought about the answer I would give, it occurred

to me that becoming a freelance photographer

happened almost accidentally for me.

I explained to her that I’ve actually spent most of the

past year building up my reputation as a freelance

social media manager, but that type of work has

been harder to come by. There are loads of people

who want to become social media managers (who

wouldn’t want to spend all day on Instagram?) and

as a result, companies can get an unpaid intern to

do the job.

Photography is a whole different story. There aren’t

nearly as many people who try to become

photographers, which is strange seeing as nearly

everyone has access to a smartphone with a fairly

decent camera. You’d think that we’d all get good

at photography, but this is totally not the case.

Being a photographer takes a lot more than owning

a camera and pointing it at pretty things. It takes

thought and planning to get the perfect shot. It

takes a knowledge of how to manipulate light. It

takes someone who can use a DSLR on manual

mode, because sometimes auto just isn’t good

enough.

I’ve considered myself good at photography for a

few years now, but I never really expected that I

would become a freelance photographer. That was

always a career that I thought would be way too

difficult to get in to.

But instead, while I was struggling to get work as a

social media manager, photography jobs pretty

much fell into my lap. Here’s the story of how I

became a freelance photographer!

Makeup by Stephen Vanter

Models : Angela Robson from Jannydjan models

Lize Marie from Jannydjan models

Samantha Poonsamy from Jannydjan models

Karabo Faith

Onthatile Annah

Malebogo Mimi

Photographer - Charles Muyezwa



My name is Monique Ackerman. I am 21 years of

age, I am a sister and a daughter to an amazing

family. I am a part time photographer who loves to

share the beaty and wonder with the world.

Where are you located and what service do you

offer?

I am based in Sasolburg, and living in Vaalpark. I

offer Photography to all the wonderful people of the

world.

How did you get started?

I started doing photography as a hobby when I was

in high school and only recently started my own

small business in photography.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favorite thing about being a photographer is

that you can create memories with others and to

share every individuality with the world.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot was my first ever shoot of

a beautiful baby girl who was only a week old.

Are you a full-time photographer?

No I am a part time photographer for now but

hoping to become a full-time photographer soon.

What do you do for fun?

I love going on random trips with friends and family

and doing nails as well as teaching others to do

nails.

What has been the highlight of your career?

To help others who also want to do photography get

on the right path.

Who are your biggest influences?

My Mom and Dad, they told me that nothing in this

life comes easy. If you want something you have to

work hard to insure that you will succeed.

How have you developed your career?

I started thinking about what a wanted to do, and

when I knew that I wanted to do photography I

started doing some few shoot with friends and

family. After a while a made my own business page

of Facebook named Mystic Balance Photography

and started to get more clients and started to grow.

What are you most proud of to date?

I'm proud of the women I have become and the

things I have achieved through this difficult time. I

started my own photography business as well as my

own nail business called Flawless nails and both are

doing great.

What is your favorite quote?

My favorite quote is from Roy T. Bennett -' Don't be

pushed by the fears in your mind. Be led by the

dreams in your heart.'

What advice would you give an aspiring

Photographer?

The advice that I would give is to, never question

your ability to do create things and to achieve your

dreams, do not practice until you get it right but

rather practice until you won't get it wrong.

Contact:

You can find me on Facebook: mystic balance

photography

@meis3789

My cellphone number is: 0644890284

Model credits:

Liandri breedt, Monique Channon, Lache

Bezuidenhout, Alica Channon, Zandri Esterhuizen,

Megan Vermaak and Angelique Spies De Jager.

Photographer - Monique Ackerman



Brand Ambassador 

Search 2021

Extended
We are searching for a diverse group of individuals to become a part of the PPMC Family. We are all about using social media to foster a community of people 

that desire to have a deep impact in this world. You don’t have to have a ton of followers to join the Ambassador program. We consider a number of factors 

when reviewing applications, you must have a public account, have a good engagement rate, and be willing to share content from our Facebook page, scout 

new models and refer and invite others to like our Facebook page. Most of all, if you are excited about modeling and pageantry and making a difference in this 

world through PPMC Magazine, then we want you! Join us by using your story, your heart, and your community to make an impact.

This year our Brand Ambassadors will have perks such as photoshoot opportunities, cover model opportunities and more. You will also have the opportunity to 

represent PPMC at events, do interviews for our YouTube channel and get to meet people and make new friends within the industry.

In order to be considered one of the 2021 brand ambassadors you will have to supply the following:

• Short video introducing yourself and what you have to offer.

• Your experience in the industry.

• What you hope to achieve by becoming a brand ambassador.

• Your social media pages.

Each ambassador will receive a PPMC Magazine brand ambassador sash. These sashes represent our brand. Females will also receive a crown and males a 

trophy.  Forms are available online, request your form by emailing ppmc.news@gmail.com or sending a WhatsApp to Salome on 074 587 2156.

Girls: 

0 - 4 years 

5 - 10 years 

11 - 15 years

16 - 20 years

21+ years (Unmarried)

Mrs 

Boys: 

0 - 10 years

11 - 18 years

19+

REGISTRATION CLOSING DATE - Entries and registration close 30 APRIL 2021. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER THIS DATE. 

BANKING DETAILS

Account holder: Salome Muller

Account number: 1060695448

Account type: Current account

Bank name: Nedbank

Branch code: 198765

NO ENTRIES WILL BE CONSIDERED UNLESS ENTRY FORM IS RECEIVED BACK WITH THE PROOF OF PAYMENT.

R250 Entry Fee



INTERVIEW - Chane Steyn
Miss Teen SA 2021 Finalist

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc!

My name is Chane Steyn, I am a 15 year old

teenager, I was born in Roodepoort, Gauteng and

moved to Queensburgh, KZN around 13 years ago

with my family and have been staying in Bothas Hill,

KZN for the last 3 years.

How would you describe your own personality?

Although I look and sound like a outgoing person

with a strong personality, I am actually shy and an

introvert, with a slight bit of anxiety, but I don't let this

get me down.

What are some of the issues and causes you are

raising awareness and advocating for?

I chose 3 organizations that I support with the journey

of mine as Miss Teen SA finalist 2021. Firstly all 3 these

organizations are within my community of Bothas Hill

/ Upper Highway as I would like and promote them

in our community to care for our community. All 3

these organizations touches myself and my families

hearts personally.

Bronwyn Hoffman started Trinity Outreach Program -

an organization that cares for the people in my

community that either lost their jobs or even their

breadwinner due to the Covid epidemic, and

unfortunately I know a few people personally that

struggles and this made me get involved and trying

to get the community involved to assist our fellow

community members struggling in these hard times,

the community can assist in any way they wish,

either financially, or donating good quality 2nd hand

or new clothes, blankets for all ages, and Non-

perishable items.

Debbie Smith started Friends of K9 Trust (SNIP) - an

organization that has help us and other people in

the community with their dogs when they needed to

get spayed or neutered and can't afford the high

vet fees that some of these vets ask. I truly believe

that all animals needs to be cared for and to

inbreed and keep having puppies is not good for

the poor animals neither their owners as this will

cause them to stop caring and looking after the

multitude of puppies their female dogs will have. The

community can assist me to help this organization by

sponsoring or donating towards the sterilization,

neutering of the dogs & puppies in the community.

Sam de Wet and Ally Du Plessis started Animal Antics

and Pet Rescue - an organization that helps dogs,

cats, puppies and kittens that is abused or needs

urgent medical care in our community. They also

remove these animals from abusive homes if needs

be and look after them while they are healing

before being adopted, the community can assist by

donating or sponsoring food, blankets for dogs, cats,

puppies and kittens, and if they like they can

financial contribute towards the vet cost when they

have to get urgent medical attention for the abusive

animals they rescue.

ANY and ALL donations, sponsorships will be greatly

appreciated and they can contact my mom Sonel

on 074 889 4715 to make arrangements for delivery,

collection or the banking details of these

organizations.

Let our readers know some of the things you are

currently working on and some exciting things we

can expect from you in the future.

I just had a Family Picnic Fundraiser for all 3 NPO's on

the 27th of March and it went well now I am daily

getting donations from my community that is willing

to help me to assist these 3 NPO's. I am also planning

to organize an few Music festivals with a Picnic vibe, I

am just struggling to find a venue that is willing to

host it. So if any venues within KZN Upper Highway is

willing to assist PLEASE feel free to contact my mom

Sonel on 074 889 4715 to make arrangement to meet

and discuss a date for this worthy cause.

What would you like to be remembered for as a

titleholder?

I would love to be remembered as the young lady

that had a huge heart for her community and

supporting 3 NPO's simultaneously, a young girl with

a passion to help her fellow contestants, community

both human and fur babies to live a life that is worth

living, in peace, warmth and love.

How do you see yourself fifteen years from now?

I would love to have the financial stability as a

Charther Accountant and a Model, as modelling is

my passion.

Who is the most influential person in your life?

Besides my mother that is always supporting my

decisions, definitely Natalia Taylor and Mary Grace

Tropeano - Both of these models are huge inspiration

for me, I have been following them on Instagram

and TikTok where they give tips about modeling,

ways to pose and different types of models. Thanks

to them I started modeling again.

If you were given the chance to change something

from the past, what would it be?

I won't change anything, as I have learned from

everything that has happened in the past and this

made me whom I am today, a stronger young

teenager with a strong personality.

What is your greatest contribution to the community?

Helping my fellow community members human and

animals in need by supporting and helping my 3

NPO's with fundraising etc.

What is beauty according to you?

True beauty is inside, it is what is
within your heart and what you are
showing to the world with your words
and actions, Beauty is not defined by
the way you look as each person no
matter your shape, size or colour is
uniquely created by God and each
one is beautiful.

What do you like to do for fun?

I love a wide variety of art styles and draw, paint in

my spare time, while modeling for Shadows School

of Modeling and Deportment as well as representing

Studio 3 Model Management and Casting Agent is

my passion.

What have you learned about yourself today?

Each day I learn that each day is a blessing and gift

and I must be thankful that I was spared one more

day with my family and friends.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

To complete my academic career at Gelofte

School, as I am now in Gr10 and then I would like to

go and study to become a Charther Accountant as

well as become a Model as modelling is my passion.

What advice would you give someone who is

entering a pageant for the first time?

Although it suddenly seems like a lot
of pressure enjoy every minute of it,
each pageant is different but
remember that you are there to have
fun it is what you make of it, there will
always be competition but never
doubt yourself remember you are
uniquely and wonderfully created
and you are special and there is no
one like you, seize and enjoy each
moment , you will never have the
same opportunity again.

ANY and ALL donations, 

sponsorships will be greatly 

appreciated and they can 

contact my mom 

Sonel on

074 889 4715 
to make arrangements for 

delivery, collection or the 

banking details of these 

organizations. 



THE CUPOLA SUITE

SANDTON, SOUTH AFRICA

Located on the top three floors of 

The Michelangelo Towers, 

spanning 600m2,  The Cupola 

Suite is the largest and most 

sought after luxury suite in  

Sandton. With 360 degree views 

and impeccable finishes, The 

Cupola is  the perfect venue for a 

private function or executive stay 

over.

Maude Street, Sandton 

michelangelo@legacyhotels.co.za

Tel: 011 245 4000

INTERVIEW - Clarinda Swanepoel
Miss Teen World South Africa Finalist 2021 

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc!

My name is Clarinda Swanepoel I'm 15 years old and

from Witbank , Mpumalanga. My favourite colour is

black , white , grey and beige. I love playing netball

and spending time with family and friends.

What can you tell us about this shoot?

This was an exciting shoot! It was a great experience

and I will do something like this again!

How was your experience working with the

photographer?

It was actually really great , she gives off a good and

comfy vibe , I love her with all my heart because she

also happens to be my mother !

How would you describe your own personality?

I would describe my personality with only one word

and that would be bubbly , nothing more and

nothing less.

What are some of the issues and causes you are

raising awareness and advocating for?

I'm trying to create awareness of cyber bullying and

showing people the consequences of this issue. I

stand against cyber bullying because I was a victim

of cyber bullying for most of my school career.

Let our readers know some of the things you are

currently working on and some exciting things we

can expect from you in the future.

I'm currently preparing for two pageants at the

moment (Miss Teen Nkangala & Miss Teen World

South Africa) and working on social issues

surrounding teenagers. You would be expecting to

see me work harder as a titleholder and a finalist

and I will make sure to do and post more shoots!

What would you like to be remembered for as a

titleholder?

How I helped others in need and cared for

everyone.

How do you see yourself fifteen years from now?

To be honest I actually don't know how I see myself

but I hope I already opened my own lodge and

have not one but two golden retrievers.

Who is the most influential person in your life?

That would most definitely be my mother! She

inspires me and pushes me to do my best in

everything I do and that's one that I adore!

If you were given the chance to change something

from the past, what would it be?

I wouldn't change a single thing otherwise I wouldn't

have been as strong as I am now.

What is your greatest contribution to the community?

I am running an anti cyber bullying
campaign and I recently ran a
campaign where I raised sanitary
pads for the girls who need it most.

What is beauty according to you?

Beauty is the way a person treats others and their

personality.

What do you like to do for fun?

I like to play netball and when I'm not busy with

school work or modeling projects I love to take naps,

I see myself as a professional napper.

What have you learned about yourself today?

That I treat others , even the people
that dislikes me , with a lot of respect
and treat them the way I want to be
treated because what comes around
, goes around.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

My goal is to help others as much as I possibly can

every day , even if it's the smallest act of kindness.

My dream is to become Miss Universe one day and

even after I finished doing modeling I would like to

keep helping others.

What advice would you give someone who is

entering a pageant for the first time?

You don't have to be nervous ! Just stay calm ,

breathe and believing in yourself. Always remember

that confidence is key!

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Clarinda-

Swanepoel-Miss-Teen-World-South-Africa-Finalist-

2021-112003263677000

https://www.facebook.com/clarindamissteenwitban

k2020

Photo credits:

Carminda Swanepoel Photography

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/CarmindaPhoto

https://www.carmindaphoto.co.za



Almelize
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

AnaQuin Kathu

+27 71 823 8774

cindy.ccmk@gmail.com

Photo credit: Carol De Villiers Photography

AnaQuin Kathu and SACOPA Northern Cape
Finishing, Modelling and Pageant Academy

My name is Cindy Barendse. I am the owner of

AnaQuin Kathu branch and newly appointed

Provincial Director Northern Cape for Championships

of the Performing Arts (SACOPA).

The AnaQuin Finishing, Modelling and Pageant

Academy franchise was started in 2020 by Dr. Ellen

Roux (Managing Director of Beyond 2000 Performing

Arts, Beyond 2000 Pageants). We are currently 8

branches over SA. AnaQuin Garden Route joined us

beginning of April.

Located in Kathu, 24 Esdoring Street, we started

classes at beginning of March after our open day.

We have both accomplished and new models

registered. My aim is to keep our classes professional,

but also fun and creative because most of our

models are still at school. AnaQuin Kathu will be

hosting the 2021 SACOPA Semi-Final Auditions for

Northern Cape at the Kathu Equestrian Club.

Auditions are open to Solo and Group entries. The

auditions is a great opportunity and platform for

dancers, actors, models, singers , instrumental and

variety acts to enter the industry and stand the

chance to make it to SA’s this October.

Three of our models - Minke, Almelize is the current

Miss Northern Cape 2020-2021 in their age groups

and both signed with 33and Me Talent Agency, and

little Mckayla 1st Princes Miss Northern Cape 2020-

2021 in her age group. Both Minke and Almelize

received an invitation to the next IMTA showcase

held New York. Minke is also runner-up in official Little

Miss South-Africa 2021 announced on 9th of March

Training we provide at AnaQuin Modelling:

• Attitude

• Etiquette

• Deportment Classes for Beginners

• Caring and Sharing

• Regular photoshoots

• Teachers Training & Workshops

• Professional & Practical Ramp Work

• Emotional Preparation for competitions

• Pageantry & The Key to the Crown

• Time Management and Priorities

• Speech Ability & Spokes Modelling

• How to be a good spokesmodel

• Interview Mistakes & Motivation

• Interviews & Interviews on Stage

• Staying in Shape, Make-up & Haircare

• People Skills & Human Relations

• Body Language & Communication Skills

• How to be a good Spokesmodel

• International Modelling & Boot Camps

• Choreography

• Office practise

CONTACT DETAILS

+27 71 823 8774

cindy.ccmk@gmail.com

Photo credit: Carol De Villiers Photography

https://www.facebook.com/AnaQuin-Kathu



Minke (Photo left)

My name is Minke. Little Miss South Africa

runner-up for 2021. I am all the way from

Kathu in the Northern Cape. I love

modelling, especially doing themed

photoshoots like this “Breakfast at Tiffiny’s”

shoot we did recently.

I am a model at AnaQuin Modelling

Academy Kathu and also signed with

33andMe Talent Agency. Besides

modelling I love to dance and also

practice all kind of art, like painting and

drawing. My dream is to one day become

a international model.

Nicole (Photo left)

My name is Nicole Steenberg, I am 13

years old and I’m doing Grade 7 at

Laerskool Kathu. I am a first born in a

Family of three children.

My love for modeling started when I was

in pre-school, I would join every pageant

competition around my community.

I would like to be a good model like

Kendall Jenner one day. I like to play

Netball, doing high jump and walking

with my dog every morning and

afternoon.

AnaQuin Kathu Models
Finishing, Modelling and Pageant Academy

Mckayla (Photo right)

My name is Mckayla and in September I will turn 10. I can't

wait for my birthday. I stay in a small town in the Northern

Cape.

I'm that type of girl that like to take part in everything even

if I'm not good at it, I will still give it a go. The best part of it

all is that I have a very big family that supports me all the

way.

I have been doing modeling for about 3 years and i really

enjoy it. My favorite part of modeling is taking pictures

because you can dress up as different characters and

pretend to be someone else.

All girls like to play dress up. Through modeling I have

learned to have a lot of confidence and this helps me

with my orals in school and who knows, maybe i could be

the next big Hollywood actress. But for now I will stay my

mom's little drama queen.

Shannon (Photo left)

My name is Shannon Diergaardt, a 20 year old

woman. I live in a small town named "Kathu" in the

Northern Cape. I also maintain a healthy lifestyle

by going to the gym for 4 days a week. I love

modeling because I get to express a side of myself

that I can't in everyday "mainstream" society.

One of the biggest reason I enjoy modeling is the

sense of freedom and what it does for my self

esteem to have the confidence to stand in front of

an audience or camera. It also made me a better

person. I'm more comfortable in my own skin. I can

stand up and respect myself as an individual. I

wouldn't trade that for the world.

Almelize (Photo left)

My name is Almelize Coetzee. I am

a model at AnaQuin Modelling

School in Kathu and signed with

33andMe Talent Agency. I enjoy

doing modelling. My favourite I

doing high fashion runway. My

hobbies include making Tik-Tok

videos and singing.

My little sister Alshey-Lea also started

modelling classes with me this year.

My teacher says we are het little fire

crackers in class.

Alshey-Lea (Photo right)

Most people know me by my nick

name “Shey-Shey”. I started

modelling this year with my sister

and I am the youngest model at

out modelling school. Besides

modelling I also love doing karate

and helping out in my mother’s nail

salon.

I love all the pretty nail-art and

can’t wait till I am old enough to

also start doing nails myself. Doing

modelling gives me a lot of

confidence and opportunity to

make new friends.

Charme (Photo right)

My name is Charmé , I am 20 years of age.

Hardworking and driven person always trying my

best to achieve my goals.

I love modeling as I believe that I have my own

brand. It is something where I learn to love myself

for who I am, where I can build myself to be a

better person and do my best in everything I take

on. I love to swim and dance.

Reading the bible and spending time with God is

my favourite part of the day, its where I find my

serenity. I love the quote : Live to the best of your

abilities always, so there's no margin for regrets.

Sinead (Photo right)

I'm not a shy person and love going all out. I love modeling

because it made me step out of my comfort zone and made

me feel more confident about myself.

I love acting, playing hockey, I love music. I believe in

treating all people the same because we're all equal.

I'm an extrovert and I love getting to know new people. I will

always give my best and work hard to achieve my dreams.

Modeling is a new thing for me but I can
already feel that it's going to be a great
experience.

AnaQuin Kathu

+27 71 823 8774

cindy.ccmk@gmail.com

Photo credit: Carol De Villiers Photography

https://www.facebook.com/AnaQuin-Kathu
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Shandré
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

Photo credit: Ashleigh K Photography

Instagram model: @ __shandre__

Facebook photographer: : Ashleigh K  Photography 

Hobbies: rock climbing, art and gaming



Mandisa (Photo left)

Photographer: Linkumbuzo Photography

Facebook: Mandisa Mabhukula Makunga

Instagram: Mandisa Makunga

I am the Light of the World a city built on a

hill cannot be hidden, I am the an Albinism

Activist, I am the change I want to see for

the next generation of children with

Albinism, a part of solution in educating

the Society about Albinism and I believe

in taking every opportunity in showcasing

the Beauty of Albinism, I am also a finalist

on the first Miss Albinism South Africa that

will be taking place in August 2021

Zune (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My after school activities are athletics,

netball, tennis and cross country.

My hobbies are baking and
sowing. My dreams are to
play netball for Limpopo and
to be the best person to be to
others.

Cherise (Photo left)

Photo Credit:  Cherise Botha

My name is Cherise and I'm
a 19 year old mom to a
beautiful little boy. My
hobbies mainly consist of
practicing digital designing
and art. A quote that really
inspires me is; "Venture
outside your comfort zone,
the rewards are worth it.“

Susan (Photo left)

Make-up: Anneline Rossouw

Photographer: Adjetivo Photography

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My name is Susan van Wyk, 30 years of age, located in

Beaufort West. My hobbies: Reading, listening to music,

exercising, gaming and doing photoshoots. My goals for

2021: I want to learn more about modelling (and M&M

Models are doing a great job with this), continue doing

photoshoots and to finish my NQF Level 4 Business and

Accounting.

How did I become an aspiring model? For many years

friends and family told me that I should consider

modeling, yet my self confidence was not there. I started

doing photoshoots in 2020 and with every photoshoot I

got a confidence boost.

"Stay humble and have respect for every
single person you work with“

"Better to try and fail rather than to never try at all"

Eunike (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My name is Eunike de wet My hobbies

include swimming, singing and reading.

My after school activities are netball,

athletics and modeling.

My motto in live is living life to the fullest.

My vision for 2021 is to strive to do better,

be kinder and to chase and achieve all

my dreams.

Jolene (Photo right)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

I've always wanted to be a model from a

very early age. I loved being in front of the

camera. Paging through magazines

dreaming of one day being in one.

Coming from Ashton, a small town in the

Western Cape, Boland area there weren’t

many opportunities until I read about my

current agency M&M Models and

decided to join. I did my first portfolio

shoots in November 2020 and had so

much fun with photographer Ferdie Muller.

My plans for this year is to get myself out

there in the industry and I hope to

encourage someone else with the same

dream to achieve it.

Michael (Photo right)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

I've never seen myself as model material,

clearly Mr Ferdie Muller and my wife

believes otherwise. I would like to thank Mr

Ferdie Muller for the opportunity and my

wife for supporting me. I'm a family man

and love spending time with them, I'm

also very fond of martial arts and staying

healthy. I have a passion for blades and

have handcrafted some of my own. My

greatest achievement in life will be my

kids all growing up and being successful,

my son being the best father and

husband he was born to be an my

daughter's being strong independent

successful young ladies.

Skyler (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My name is Skyler Shirley olivier.im from East London and

I'm 14 years old and in in grade 8 this year.

I am a model at M&M Modelling. I've been part of this

agency since July 2020 and so far I've learnt a lot from Mr.

Muller.

My goal is to become a professional fashion model, I

want to make a career out of modelling. I'm working hard

to achieve my dream of being a model because I know

with hard work I can get there.

One of my favourite famous quotes is "take care of

yourself, be healthy and always believe u can be

successful in anything u truely want" by Alessandra

Ambrosio, The one person who inspired me too "believe"

was Ferdie Muller and my mom.

They have shown me that u can make your dreams a

reality with hard work . I'm passionate in what I do

including my school work because one day, beside doing

modelling, I want to be a doctor and save people’s lives.

When I did my first photo shoot with Ferdie Muller I was

uncomfortable because I did not know who he was, but

now I'm comfortable and relaxed and I am always

looking forward to photo shoots. I thank Mr. Muller for all

the hard work he put into me and helping me make my

dreams come true.

Male & Female Models South - Africa



Marzette-

Louise  
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

Photo credit: Hennie

HJ Click Photography



Sarah-Paige (Photo left)

Photo credit: Jacquie Greenwood

Instagram: @sarahpaigegreenwood; Facebook: Sarah

Greenwood

Hobbies: fencing; tennis; archery; netball; running; golf and

modelling A quote that has always stood out for me is “Life's

dim window of the soul, splits the heavens from pole to pole

and goads you to believe a lie when you look with and not

through the eye”.

This quote stood out for me because it impels you to engage

your mind & not be taken in by information heard & seen on

social media or even by other people.

I started modelling to boost my confidence
and learn how to have poise.

My ambition in life is to graduate from high school and then

further my education at university in chartered accounting or a

specialised field in law.

Leverne (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

I'm Leverne Willis, I was born on the 15th of may 1989. I grew up

in a rural area in cape town called Hugaue Delft. I was raced

by my mom with two sisters my parents was married still my dad

was in and out of our lives.

I'm currently busy growing my own business which is a kiddies

party hire. I'm also a model at M&M modelling agency, I

absolutely love the journey of my 1st portfolio with Freddie

Muller the founder of M&M modelling agency. I enjoy the

mental and physical challenges and the sense of achievement

that results from overcoming the challenges.

My 1st portfolio was a personal journey for me to work on my

confidence, which challenges me too step outside of my

comfort zone and overcome my fears.

Firstly, my advice too aspiring models is too seek help form a

professional modelling agency who can assist you with the

basics of training. Secondly, find a way on social media that

connects with other people.

Engage with your followers, ask questions,
and share content that is helpful too others,
as you never know who you may inspire. BE
BIG BE FAMOUS BE INTERNATIONAL!!!

Nontokozo (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My name is Nontokozo Jele and I am from Richard's Bay. I'm

going to do my Matric this year. I've been working with M&M

modelling agency since January 2020. I've learned a lot with

agent Ferdie Muller. My dream is to be a successful model

and make a biggest career out of my modelling. I'm always

ready for whatever situation I might come across.

I'm utterly passionate about my career. I have achieved a lot

these past few years including winning Miss Face of Mzingazi

2020 and I have learned a lot from with M&M modelling

agency and we are in the process of putting together my

portfolio.

I'm determined to achieve more in my
modelling career and make my family,
friends and everyone that has been
supportive to me to be proud of me.

When I did my first photo shoot with Mr Ferdie Muller I was a

bit anxious but he made me feel comfortable, he was with

me through each and every step of the way. I was amazed

with the outcome of my portfolio photos and I've learned that

nothing is impossible when Ferdie Muller by your side.

I'm very grateful to Mr Ferdie Muller and his hard work and I

appreciate him. I'm dedicated and extremely excited to be

working him for the next few years

Lee-Ann (Photo right)

Photographer: Adrien McGuire

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Lee001984

Goal Orientated, Driven by my passion for life and living it to

the best of my ability. I am a Sexy, Sassy, Inked Perfectionist

and don't settle for mediocrity. I work full time as a Snr MRP

Controller, study, model and volunteer in my spare time. I

am a Unique Force to be reckoned with!

I started Modeling when I was 13 then life happened,

recently reconnected with the Modeling world, loving every

moment of it. I collaborate with amazing people in the

industry who aid me in creating something spectacular. I

am humbled by the response I have received and look

forward to working with a lot of photographers in the near

future.

What I do: Qualified Chef, Entrepreneur, Buyer, Project

Manager, Alternative model , Braai Master, Student and

Mother of 2 beautiful girls and wife.

Paying it forward: I volunteer at Princess Alice

Orphanage(feeding children, reading to kids and assist

care givers with changing nappies and putting babies to

sleep), baked Cupcakes to raise funds for children with

cancer, baked cupcakes for Avril Elizabeth homes for the

children and staff that weren't able to go home and spend

Christmas with their families.

What I enjoy: I am energetic and love being busy whether it

is teaching myself something new like playing a musical

instrument, studying, modeling, painting or cooking up a

storm in my kitchen I have fun doing it all. Being a big

nature lover being in the bush surrounded by animals is

absolute bliss especially the big 5.

Taylor (Photo left)

Make-up artist: Vika Bester 

Photography: Uhmbrellha

Photography André Smith

Grade 9 pupil in Monument High

school Krugersdorp. Residing in

Randfontein. She is new to the

modelling scene and would be keen

to join a reputable agency.

Taylor loves Netball,
Hockey, Baking and
Dancing. Taylor is also an
academic achiever.

Lungisa (Photo left)

Facebook: Lungie Rhadebe

Instagram: @lungisamn1 and TikTok

Hobbies: dancing and making videos

Motto: live, love and laugh as much as

you can in the moment

I am Lungisa Mantshonga , I am

currently an unemployed Public

Management diploma graduate, I

have great love and passion in arts

and drama as I am a singer and have

done some acting and dancing in high

School I enjoy modelling as a hobby

and would love to have a chance to

explore it as a career too.
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Katelynn 
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

Agency: Elite Sasolburg

Photo credit: Hennie - HJ Click Photography



Bonnie (Photo left)

Photo credit: DanzfussPhotography

Instagram: Bonzamm

Facebook: Bonnie Matshona

Agency :33 and me talent agency

Hobbies: reading, traveling

Quote: Starting over is not a sign of failure but a mark of

courage, willingness to give yourself and your life another

chance I'm a 35 year old single independent mom of a

beautiful 9 year old princess, currently self employed running a

cooperate training company. I am a living testimony when I

look 10 years back from now simply because of the God's

grace and hard work. I grew up with a passion for fashion and

modeling but unfortunately I didn't get an opportunity to fulfil

my dream.

I basically took my daughter to sign up for modeling at 33 and

Me Talent Agency realizing she loved modeling and as I got

there her amazing scout Raydon Borchards also convinced me

to sign after I mentioned modeling was once my dream.

Well after I signed in I received daily inspirations and

motivations from the humble amazing director of 33 and me

talent agency Elsubie Verlinden who also believed in me and

gave me an opportunity to do a few shoots with them.

Honestly I had lost my confidence but I'm different today only

in 2months being part of them, I'm happy, at ease and at

peace doing what I love.

I now realize that I am in charge and in control of my destiny

and I'm determined I'm going to make it. It's never too late to

go after my dreams. Age is just a number, just follow your

dreams and do what you love most.

Lindiwe (Photo left)

I am the founder of a health and fitness company called Livic

Fitness, which aims to uplift my local communities in making

healthy living Fashionable. I was born and raised in Swalala

Trust and I furthered my high school education in the same

area. In my 29 years of life, I have studied and completed an

honours degree in Human Resource Management and a

degree in Business Management at the University Of Limpopo.

I recently completed my Modeling Career course. At present,

I am enrolled with ETA College pursuing a fitness Instructor

qualification. My current objectives are to enhance people’s

health and well-being, collaborate fitness with Socio

economic issues affecting our communities at large, Bringing

awareness and educate our community members about the

importance of living a healthy lifestyle and to continue to host

voice of reasons events and Campaigns. I am currently

running a campaign called ‘’I’m the voice and you are the

reason.

My Inspiration is becoming the next Mpumalanga Miss

Unseen International for 2021. I am always having a positive

attitude towards my brand, working and caring for people. I

always walk an extra mile in changing the lives of other

people.

Through Livic fitness, I believe I can be able to change many

lives, save many souls, educate individual about the issues

affecting our communities on a daily basis and have many

voices of reason awareness events in South Africa and

around the world.

Lungiswa (Photo left)

Photographer :P. Mnyingwa

I am Mnqanqeni Lungiswa,23 years of age, a

Commercial student at Walter Sisulu

University and at the same time a model

residing in the Eastern Cape province from

Lusikisiki where my umbilical cord lies.

I aspire to pursue my studies along with my

dreams.

Since an early age, I have never tried to

squeeze in the glass sleeper but rather

shatter the glass ceiling because I believe

that you never see your greatest potential

unless tested otherwise.

Madelaine (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Moments by Annalene

Photography 

Instagram: madelaine_snyman

Facebook: Madelaine Coetzee Snyman 

Makeup Artist: Heck Yes Makeup Artistry 

Hair: Essensuale Hair Studio & Nail Bar

Agency: Ace Models JHB North 

Favourite Quote: JEHOVA GOD will Bless you

& Protect you.

Hobbies: Modeling, Photoshoots and going

for walks in the mountains with my Husband,

smelling the wood of the forest, seeing

extraordinary waterfalls, isn't only soul food

but also makes me feel closer to God.

Michelle (Photo right)

Photo Credit : Michelle Hart Photography

Social Media: Instagram, Facebook

Make-up artist: Roseate Beauty

Favorite Quote: Never do to another that you don't wish

upon yourself. Hobbies: Writer , Artist and Photographer

and a mamma to my beautiful daughter. My Name is

Michelle Hart, I am 28 years old, Married and a mamma

to a gorgeous girl. I am living in the Free State South

Africa born there and raised. I am a Photographer have

been for 3 years now, my main focus is nature and

recently I got interested in human portrait. I am working

on my profile for Photography and is enjoying every

second of it.

It is not just a job for me it is my hobby and my passion. I

love watching people and how they interact with each

other and that inspired me as well. My favorite time of

the day is early morning and late night when everything

comes to life and when everything hustles to go quiet

again.

Everybody at home says I am a moon
person because I love taking shots of
the moon. I have a whole self taken
collection.

The self portrait was a first for me, because I am actually

shy infront of the camera and I rather be behind it.

Jeanté (Photo left)

Modelling school: Figures International Modelling,

Boksburg Branch

Photo credit: Ryan Vaughn

I only started modelling three years ago by winning Mej

Laerskool Baanbreker 2018 in Boksburg, as well as Mej

Sprankel 2018 (Miss Congeniality).

The next year I was chosen as 1st Runner Up for Figures

International Model of the year 2019, as well as 1st Runner Up

of Figures Face of the Year 2019 in my age category. I was

selected in the Top Ten of Figures National Model of the year

2019.

In 2020 I was in the Top Ten of Figures Face
of the Year competition. (Due to Covid 19
there wasn't any other competitions that
took place in 2020).

I have been selected to audition for several castings,

including outlets like Jet and Edgars. I would love to pursue

my dream of becoming an International Runway model.

My rolemodels are Kendal Jenner and Gigi Hadid because

of their wonderful careers in the fashion industry.
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Simoné    
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

Photo credit: Acorntribe_Photography

Makeup: Marynka Ackerman

Instagram: @simonehilder



Jaun-Marie (Photo left)

Photo Credit: John David Filmalter

I am the 18 year old Jaun-Marie Moore from
Hartbeespoort. I am very passionate about
Photography and currently busy completing
my course of becoming a Professional
photographer.

I love being behind the Camera and Capturing Special

Moments in time.

I enjoy the Glitz and Glam of Modeling and have always loved

the rush of emotions when doing a Pageant, the nerves,

excitement. I do Modeling because I love being on Stage

since I was a little Girl.

I believe that God has plan for each and everyone, that is

why I live by the verse Jeremiah 29:11. I believe that "you are

valuable because you exist , not because of what you do or

what you have done but Simply because you are".

Gabriella (Photo left)

Photo credit: Shivan Parusnath

Instagram: gabriellaxscott

My name is Gabriella but everyone calls me Gaby, I am 16

turning 17 in July. I love the outdoors, I am an adrenaline

junkie and love life to its fullest. I have been skydiving to the

depths of swimming with sharks doing scuba diving.

I adore my friends and family and love to be around them. At

school I do all sorts of sports, touch rugby and continue with it

at district levels. Otherwise its hockey and swimming.

After school I enjoy Latin American and Ballroom dancing

which I compete with my partner as well as practice on exam

level. When I’m relaxed at home I can put on a horror, people

think I’m weird.

I love photoshoots where I get to pose in different outfits and

use different props. I usually do my own makeup and hair. I

love working with the photographers and getting different tips

on poses for different shots.

I reckon I’m an all rounded girl who’s not
afraid to get dirty when I need to.

Daphne (Photo left)

Photo Credit:  Kaleidoscope Studios

Modeling School:  ACE Models

Make up done by model

I am Daphne Esterhuizen and I have been a

photo model for the past 2 years. I have a

huge passion for dancing and I love being in

front of the camera. I am currently modeling

for ACE Models.

My photos were published in Prestige Models

and Brand Model magazines. I am 1,60m tall,

blue-green eyes, ash blonde hair with pale

skin. I enjoy working with photographers and I

bring my energy and passion for modeling to

every project I work on.

Zoë (Photo left)

Photographer: John David Filmalter

Location: Pont de Vaal

I am a 17 year old with a passion for

dance and modeling. I started modelling

at the age of 13 to help boost my self

confidence. I was very very shy and

afraid of people, modeling taught to

believe in myself, and that's why my

Motto is "all your dreams can come true,

if. You have the courage to pursue them"

Walt Disney

I have a keen interest in make up, fitness

and been healthy and plan on pursuing

a career in health and beauty therapy.

Bonnie (Photo right)

Photo credit: DanzfussPhotography

Instagram: Bonzamm

Facebook: Bonnie Matshona

Agency: 33 and me talent agency

Make up artist: rehaldo_beauty

Hobbies: reading, traveling

Quote: Starting over is not a sign of failure but a mark of

courage, willingness to give yourself and your life

another chance.

I'm a 35 year old single independent mom of a

beautiful 9 year old princess, currently self employed

running a cooperate training company. I am a living

testimony when I look 10 years back from now simply

because of the God's grace and hard work. I grew up

with a passion for fashion and modeling but

unfortunately I didn't get an opportunity to fulfil my

dream.

I basically took my daughter to sign up for modeling at

33 and Me Talent Agency realizing she loved modeling

and as I got there her amazing scout Raydon Borchards

also convinced me to sign after I mentioned modeling

was once my dream.

Well after I signed in I received daily inspirations and

motivations from the humble amazing director of 33

and me talent agency Elsubie Verlinden who also

believed in me and gave me an opportunity to do a

few shoots with them. Honestly I had lost my

confidence but I'm different today only in 2months

being part of them, I'm happy, at ease and at peace

doing what I love.

I now realize that I am in charge and in control of my

destiny and I'm determined I'm going to make it. It's

never too late to go after my dreams. Age is just a

number, just follow your dreams and do what you love

most.

Tebatso (Photo left)

Social media: @teby_m02

Photo captured by Jnash Photography

Makeup artist: Nondumiso

Hobbies: reading, singing and binge watching

Ted talks

There is no more beautiful sight
than a young woman who glows
with the light of the spirit who is
confident and courageous
because she is virtuous. ~ Elaine
S. Dalton

Nina (Photo left)

I am Nina Chadinha from Rustenburg

North West. I am 13 years old and in my

last year of primary school. I am the head

girl of my school.

My favorite sport is hockey and modelling.

In my spare time I love reading and just

spending time with my friends and family

and my dogs. My dream is to become a

cardiologist. I like to take care of people.

My motto is "to be happy with what you

have, while working for what you want

"{Helen Keller} Stay healthy, stay safe.

Male & Female Models South - Africa
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Photo credit: Simonè Funchal



Chanel (Photo left)

I am privileged by the opportunity to introduce myself. My

name is Chanel Jacobs, I am 17 years old and I was born and

raised in Krugersdorp Gauteng. I live with my family in

Hartbeespoort North West province. I'm currently a grade 11

student at Hartbeespoort high.

I am adventurous, love challenges and are very open minded.

I perform well under pressure and consider myself an out going

person. My hobbies include modeling, playing piano and

socializing with friends.

I was doing modeling from the age of 6 years old until I was 15

years old. I was in three different modeling schools named HM,

OXYGEN and VOGUE. I've competed in a few pageants and

won and placed a lot. I would like to do modeling again, but

not in the pageant industry. I'm more interested in doing

fashion and photographic modeling.

My goal is to finish my grade 12, getting a degree and starting

my career as a successful school teacher. Modeling has taught

me to be a strong independent individual. I have a wonderful

support structure such as my mom and friends. I believe that if

you do good to others good things will come back to you. I

have learned to set my goals high, to ensure that I reach my

targets. I am always helpful and supportive to those around me

especially bullied and younger children.

That's one of the reasons that urged me to becoming a

teacher, to encourage younger children to help them,

achieved their dreams. My biggest dream is to travel around

the world one day, to meet people of different cultures and to

see new places I have never seen before, and maybe one day

if it's God's will and it's meant to be I would like to immigrate to

another country.

My motto in live is to never be bullied into silence, never allow

yourself to be made a victim. Accept no one's definition of

your life define yourself".

Savhannah (Photo right)

Photographer: Sven Slabbert

Agency: Studio 3 (Kzn)

I am very shy, and an introvert by nature, but show me the

camera or the stage and I magically evolve. Brand new to

the modelling world. I attended my first photoshoot in

November and fell in love. I now do one to two shoots a

month and have started attending Shadows Modelling School

for formal training.

From the tender age of 5 years, I started with formal training in

Drama and Musical Theatre and have been cast in many 'Big

Name' shows including, but not limited to:

• Midsummer Night's Dream

• Romeo and Juliet - a Modern Love Story

• Orphan Annie

• Monster Mash (Lead)

• High School Musical 2 (Lead)

• Cast in Legally Blonde (Lead) but due to Covid-19 it was

cancelled.

I would like to further my career in
photographic modelling, and possibly when
the world is ready for the stage to return, to
resume my acting and singing.

Mcayla (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mcayla

Instagram: @mcaylaaaaa

Hobbies: Ice Skating 

Hi my name is Mcayla and I'm 17 years old. I have been

interested in photogenic modelling from a very young

age. It has always been something I really enjoy doing in

my free time, not only to show myself for who I am but to

motivate other girls to love themselves for who they are.

This is my final school year. My goal for
2021 is to live life to the fullest and to
make each day count.

My dream job is to become a
international flight attendant for British
Airways next year.

Motto :"Confidence is key"

Nothando (Photo right)

Instagram @thandolamula

Facebook @Thando N Lamula

Agency: Trelique Models international

Dress: Mc Thobza brand

Photographer: Mc Thobza

I am Nothando Lamula ,20 years of age and I'm from Ulundi

KZN. I grew up in a small township and started school there, I

did my primary and secondary in Prince Dabulamanzi

Primary school and my high school in Impumelelo catholic

high school.

I grew up as the young girl with phobia, I didn't trust myself

at all, I was a very shy little but I had big dreams. I started

modeling in a very young age ,I was 5 years old and I was

crowned Miss Mavalana and when I was doing my matric I

got into a beauty pageant competition in my school and I

was the Miss Impumelelo high school 2nd princess.

In a year 2020 I was featured on music videos as a super

model namely :

• TwinB Kwavele Kwadum Izulu

• NKR ft Thokozani Langa: Ngoma

• Ndokzin ft Sabelo da Musiq: Unginik Uthando

2020 was a very fruitful year I even did the commercial

photoshoots and one fashion show and now in 2021 I am

Miss Kgoshigadi South Africa finalist and Miss Benevolent

South Africa finalist.

I always tell myself never to give up and I'll
continue hustling for my dreams till they
come true .

People must always trust God and put God first in all they

do.

Sharike (Photo left)

Modeling school: MC Models Kathu

Make up credit: WV makeup Kathu

Hobbies: Netball, Cricket, Athletics, Swimming, Modeling

She loves sport she went to the biathlon SA's 4 times she is 15 but

plays under 19 netball she was sportswoman as well as the

Victrix Lodorium in gr 7 and 8 in her schools.

She loves to exercise. Before covid she was Supersport star of

the month in February 2020 if there is a sport in Kathu she has

done it or will try it. Modeling is new to her, she does get some

challenges with being n modeling student from kids after only

doing sport for so long but she loves it and are not about to

quit.

She loves the farm life and animals. From the age of 3 she

started teaching her dolls and she still wants to become a

teacher she wants to help children in studies as well as in sport.

She believes a good teacher can make a big difference in a

child's life

Sharike is one of the sweetest kindest girls
you will ever meet she helps where ever she
can she keeps up with her studies she has
good Christian values and in school all her
teachers adore her. Saying: if you can't find
the sunshine be the sunshine.

Male & Female Models South - Africa
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Photographer: Osias Atantu

Agency: L.D.A Modelling Agency



Alicia (Photo left)

I am the 18 year old Alicia Roets. I come from a platinum city

called Rustenburg. I was born in 16 July 2002 in Rustenburg. I

am Gr R teacher at Gazelle Academy. I am loving it to work

with smaller children. I am a friendly person, but also a person

that are shy.

I am hardworking and have hobbies like dancing in the

country line dancing with the famous Junior Jackson line

dancing singer. I love animals and fishing and spending time

with my family and friends. Fitness are also important for me,

gym and walking in the nature to keep my body fit.

MY PASSION AND GOALS - My passion are modeling. I started

to model from the age of 8 years. I love to do competition

and fashion shows. I have title :

• Miss Rustenburg 2012/2014

• Miss National Beauty 2018

• Miss Golden SA 2016

• Miss Cansa for life 2018

• Mej Buffelspoort 2019

• and many more.

In 2019 I completed my exams and become a model coach

for Globe Model Look. Most of all the experiences, it was were

I can help with charity events. My goal was every month to do

something for the community.

Helping with SPCA and children homes are most important in

my life, it feels I can bring a little bit of sunshine in someone

life. Globe modeling agency are not only a modeling school,

but also a family that supports you with everything you do.

Lizelle Jacobs are not only the owner, but also she is your

motivator and role model to become better.

.

My future I want to work with children, to become Gr R

qualified teacher and I want to still help with charity events. I

want also to see the world and do things to improve my

confidence. It will be fantastic to play one day in movie, to

work with actors. My goals for this year are to work and gain

experience and learn.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Lyrisha (Photo right)

Photographer: Liani Oelofse

Make-Up& Hair: Liani Oelofse

Motto: "Do what you love and you

will never work a day in your life..."

Hobbies: Dancing, Jogging,

Modelling and Photography

My name is Lyrisha Claassens and

I am 17 years old from

Krugersdorp. Modelling,

pageantry and photography has

always been a passion of mine

from a very young age, it is also

something a want to pursue after

school and want to get as much

exposure as possible and thought

that PPMC would be the perfect

platform in doing so.

Delmarie (Photo right)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: @charlotte_steyl

Facebook: @charlotte.steyl.14

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com

/charlotte-steyl-photography

My name is Delmarie I am 38 years old and I am

from Pretoria.

I am a professional singer and dancer with my own

studio. I also am a business woman and co-owner

of Computer Haven cc as well as Mega Star

Entertainment PTY Ltd with my Husband as partner.

I also do modelling and has worked with some

great photographers such as Hennie Coetzee,

Freek du Toit , Willie van der Merwe and Charlotte

Steyl!

Senalia (Photo left)

My name is Senalia Suresh Hardew, I hail from a small town

called Stanger. I'm currently on my 3rd year of studying

management marketing in Boston city campus and business

college. I’m 20 years young. Senalia Suresh Hardew stands for

strength and the power to face any obstacle that life has to

offer.

I’m described as a individual that's ready to face any

challenges that comes my way and ever so ready to tackle it

head on, I always go the extra mile and have full potential to

achieve my goals and focus on how to learn more about my

mentally, emotionally and spirituality life. From a young age I

craved a life full of fashion and designs that now I'm at an

age where I can peruse my passion for fashion and design as

my Forte.

I’m known for my bubbly personality and being the fun

individual amongst my family and friends, my hobbies include

trying out new things, traveling and adventures, I love food

and one day I would love to travel different countries and

taste all the definitely cuisines and experience all the different

cultures this beautiful world as to offer. Being at a young age

I've been faced with a lot of struggles and challenges due to

the fact that my dad has passed on. In the world that we live

in and society as a whole people believe that a female

cannot function without a male figure in their life.

"Let me be the first to say that statement is
absolutely WRONG". I believe that all males
and females around the world from different
walks of life are equal and that we share the
same platform of life and that is 50/50.

Ntokozo (Photo right)

Photo credit : Vuyani Maduna

Mua: Tk's Touch of glam

Agency :Black Soul Entertainment

Hobbies : dancing

Motto: "Aim For The Moon. If You Miss, You'll

Land Among The Stars"

I started my modeling career in 2014,

where I started with beauty pageants, then

I won queen of summer in 20015 as a

model I want to reach greater heights and

explore the modeling world as now I am

runaway model, catalogue and I also do

promotions.

I am also a brand ambassador for RED.

RefleXion which specializes in female

clothing and swimwear. And I am a dancer

for Rascoe Kaos he is a hip pop artist. I

attended fashion shows at Fashion kapitol,

Ekurhuleni fashion Week and Gauteng

Youth Expo, I'm currently working with

Caiembe Cosmetics as their promoter.

Annushca (Photo right)

Photo credit: Leandri Photography

Instagram :Annushca149

Facebook: Annushca Koekemoer

Being a mom of two is exhausting but

also pretty amazing. I am honored to

be an inspiration to my kids and make

them be true to themselves. Growing

up was no joke and with my kids by my

side I know that I can conquer the

world. I hope to do more shoots and

show them and all woman they should

love themselves with stretch marks and

all. I am always the odd one out, I am

known as the crazy dare devil and I

love it, I am ME! a different kind of

normal and no one can stop me.

Favourite quote or motto : With a few

cups of coffee and a book you can

travel the world within a few days. - AB

Hobbies: Reading and helping others







Mckenzie
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY
Photographer: Michal Challa Viljoen

MUA: Michelle Draper
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Zekhethelo (Photo left)

Kid Actress, Model and Voice-over artist

Photo Credits: Trevor Mushwana on Facebook and

Instagram

Zee as she is affectionately known was born in

Johannesburg. After attending few auditions with no luck.

In 2017 when she was only 6 years old she made her first

appearance on Netflix series called SHADOW. She played

a supporting role of Zinhle a daughter of famous South

African Actor, Pallance Dladla. In 2019 she got to another

supporting role as Mae a daughter of Khanyi Mbau South

African actress and TV host. She also did a FNB TV

Commercial in 2019.

Zee's future plans is to be working in International

productions as well as Netflix series.

My advice to everyone who wants to
work in the Entertainment Industry is to
always keep the faith. Your attributes has
to be that no matter how hard the winds
blow, the cannot defeat you.

She is currently a Finalist on Miss Pre -Teen South Africa

2021. She is determined to bring the crown in her home

town in October. Please like, share and follow her on the

Instagram page @Princess Bhambatha.

South African kids rising and shining

Phawulothando (Photo right)

I am 6 years old, initially I have join Modelling school to boost my

confidence, now I am a model who won Tiny Mr Port Elizabeth

and other achievements, I am currently a member of Extreme

Modelling and Beauty Agent

I enjoy working with photographer, walking on

the ramp and creative outfit. I bring my energy
and passion for modeling to every project I
work on.

Photo credit: Riaan Trosee

Favourite quote: Dream Big

Lua (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Elaine Smith Photography

Favourite Quote: Beauty is being YOU! ~ Barbie

Hobbies: Dancing, Ballet, Swimming & Colouring In

I am Lua Smith and I love being in front of the

camera. For the last 4 months I’ve been

participating in Photogenic Competitions, which is

so much fun (especially feeling like a little Queen

or Princess when receiving the beautiful Crowns,

Tiara’s & Sashes).

I stay in Langebaan, West Coast and I love every

minute of staying at the beach (I actually think

that I’m a Mermaid though J). I like to dance to

music (JoJo Siwa songs are my favourite) & playing

with my Barbies. I am blessed with an older

brother, Zian who loves & supports me all the way!

Willem (Photo right)

Photography by Mads

Elite models SA Vaal triangle

My favourite colour is blue. I have

a sister and I love her. My

hobbies modeling and dancing. I

love toe play rugby and cricket.

This is my second year of doing

modeling and I love it. I like to do

photoshoots as well.

Throw me for the wolves
and I will came back
as the leader.

Monique (Photo left)

Photography by Mads

Elite models SA Vaal triangle

My favourite hobbies is modeling

and dancing. I have a twin brother

and I love him. At school I play

netball and do athletics. I am doing

modeling now for almost two years

and I love it. My favourite part of

modeling is the photoshoots and to

be on the runway.

Do your best and God will do the

rest.

Octavia (Photo left)

Photographer: Danelle Aucamp

This is my first Easter and this is what happened

at my nursery school "Smiley Babes" Elspark.

Once I saw the Easter Bunny

Come hop, hop, hop.

So I cried, "Dear Bunny,

Will you stop, stop, stop?".

I ran to the window

To say "How do you do?"

But he shook his fluffy tail,

And said, "Happy Easter to you!"

Nkazimulo (Photo right)

Hobbies: dancing, singing

Motto: I'm the Boss

I am Nkazimulo Ncube, I am

currently under my Mommy and

Daddy's guardian, I enjoy

dancing and play with my Mom,

Dad and friends, and love taking

pictures with my Mom.

Daniëlle (Photo left)

Photography: HJ Clickphotography

I'm 6 years old and started modeling this year, I'm still a bit

shy for the crowds but I'm working on it, I love the Camera

and the Photoshoot. I'm working on my confidence because

i want to win a crown this year. My favourite hobbies are

singing and dancing and taking photos, I love my ballet

classes and hope to become a model and a Ballerina one

day.

Karli (Photo right)

Photo credit: Uit die hart Fotografie

Hello, my name is Karli Swanepoel. I was
born a week early and gave mommy and
daddy quite a fright, as the doctor was
concerned , because I just stopped moving
in mommy's tummy.

I weighed a total of 3.16 kg and I measured a full 51 cm (quite

long for such a tiny space in mommy's tummy). I enjoy

listening to music and dancing. I started walking on 11

months, because I just could not stand the ground anymore. I

also have a big sister.

She is 4 years old and she is the best, she used to carry me

everywhere back in the day when I was crawling. I like to

follow her everywhere.



Kaitlin  
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

From:  North West Province

Photographer: Twisted Photography 

- Marco Englezakis



Danika (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

Hi I am Danika Van Der Watt; I am 12 years old... This year I

am going to work harder on my grades, try and learn

more positive stuff about the world. Next year I will be in

high school and that is where I will probably meeting most

of my friends.

When this pandemic is over and the
beaches are open I will probably be
most of my time in the water surfing.

And this year I am going to start saving
money for when I am out of school so

that I can travel the world with my best
friend.

South African kids rising and shining

Dianté (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Cherise Botha

My name is Dianté, I am a
very happy, healthy and
friendly almost 2 year old boy.
I love playing outside and
watching my favorite show,
Cocomelon.

Amorey (Photo left)

Photo credit Charrisa Dry

Make-up artist Erica Bondesio

Agency/Modeling school Vogue West Rand

I am the spontaneous Amorey Claassen. I am 9 years old and

in Laerskool Rapportryer. My hobbies include dancing,

netball hockey and of course modeling. My motto in life is "if

you can dream it you can be it". One day when I grow up I

want to be a teacher just like my mom. Favourite quote or

motto If you can dream it you can be it Hobbies dancing

netball hockey and of course modeling.

Angelica (Photo left)

Photo credit: Danzfuss photography

Instagram :Angelica Joeleen

Agency :33 and me talent agency

Hobbies :swimming, singing, reading

Favorite quote: BE GOOD TO PEOPLE FOR NO REASON

My name is Angelica Joeleen Matshona and I am a 9

year old girl that is passionate about modeling and

singing. I recently joined 33 and Me Talent Agency and I

am looking forward to growing in the modeling industry.

I am so blessed to have a mom who believes in me and is

supportive to my dreams. I believe in hard work,

commitment and dedication, with these three I will fight to

reach my dreams. When I grow up I want to be a doctor

because I like helping others.

My inspirations are my hardworking strong independent

mom, the intelligent driven Miss Universe Zozi and my

director Elsubie Verlinden who is humble, kind and always

sweet and friendly.

I'm so grateful to have been Talent scouted by Raydon

Borchards who was friendly and believed in my talents.

Wongalethu (Photo right)

Social media @ Prince Bhambatha Instagram

Photo credit: Taki Tsonis Photography

'Coadeck The Rapper' as he is affectionately known was born

in Johannesburg. I live with my parents and two sisters. My

mom named me Wonga which means a reward in Xhosa

because she prayed for a baby boy and her dream came

through. I'm currently in Grade 8 and I'm an Actor, Model,

rapper and a singer.

In 2020 I auditioned and got supporting role in a movie called

Loving Thokoza which was aired on SHOWMAX. I love being

an actor because I love telling stories and to inspire others. I

regard myself as someone who has a positive impact on

other peoples life's even if on a smaller scale.

My future plans include creating jobs
whether through philanthropic work or
through educating and instilling good
values especially on the youth so that they
stop glorifying negative life style. I believe
we all got to do what we can within our own
ambit.

My hobbies are playing soccer, writing songs, swimming and

cultural exchange.

My favorite quote: Treat others with dignity and kindness even

if they seem to be the 'least’

Frankie (Photo left)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: @charlotte_steyl

Facebook: @charlotte.steyl.14

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/charlotte-steyl-

photography

My name is Frankie (Francois Steyl), I am almost 3 years

old and live with my mom, dad, at Grandma and

Grandpa.

I am told that I am very clever little boy, I can already

count till ten and is the apple of my grandpa’s eye! I was

born in Pretoria and was lucky enough to be at Mom and

Dad’s wedding. I was also Baptist at their wedding, how

special is that!

I have a half-brother that is older than me and I love him

very much. I only sits for photos when I am bored and

think I can be funny.

Esme (Photo right)

Social media: @esmejennifergrobler

Clothing: Cochella Themed

Photography: Karen Mc Carthy

Modeling school: @Ace modeling school Rustenburg

I'm Esme Grobler ,hazel brown eyes &dark
blonde hair, doing modeling for 1 year & 4
months now. I love posing for photos and
participating in my modeling classes. I
love my friends and helping others.

I'm so excited for this year, I m a finalist for

#Toddlers&Tweens of the world taking place in September

month. I'm also doing a blue egg incentive in the support

of Autism Awareness Day that took place on 2nd of April.

All the easter eggs received from donations I will then

donate to my Towns Local child welfare centre. So that

each boy and girl can have a extra special easter.

I also want to thank everyone in supporting me everyday. I

love you all. I want to become a professional model one

day. In achieving that I d love to help those in need, raising

awareness.



Caden  
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Photo credit: HS Photography

www.facebook.com/jaxshappysnapz

Instagram: @jaxshappysnapzphotography 



Le Roux (Photo left)

Photo credit: Nadia Langedyk

Facebook: LE Roux Andrich Janson

Modeling school: RVT Modelling School Cape Town

Favourite quote or motto: The person who has

confidence in himself gains the confidence of others.

Hobbies: Modeling/Photography/Reading

I am a Grade 6 blue eye, energetic young boy from

the beautiful Hexvalley, De Doorns in the Western

Cape. I enjoy spending time with family and friends,

love modelling, photography and also enjoy reading

some books.

I started doing modelling at the age of 10y, at this

moment I attend the RVT Modelling School in Cape

Town. RVT is not just another modelingschool with

models. We all are a family and that includes

everyone.

To be a model is not always glitz and glamour and it is

not always about modelling also. RVT has not only

taught me to be a model, they first taught me to find

out who am I and what I want to do. They taught me

to be more confident in my self, better verbal skills,

they taught me to believe in myself, to love myself

and that I can achieve anything I want if I believe.

They taught me to express myself
during photoshoots, to be myself. They
taught me everything is not always
about winning, to be the best, it is
about believing and knowing in your
heart you did your best – than you ARE

A WINNER

Me and some of the RVT students have been involved

in a few charities. I started my own charity – Goodies

for Guys- we handed out monthly - toiletries for boys. I

also started handed out some toiletries to older people

in our community.

Since I started with modelling 2 years ago, and with all

the help with RVT – Nadia Langedyk and Reana van

Tonder, I have achieved a few titles until 2020.

I entered the following pageants in 2021

• King and Queen of the World 2021 – which will be

held in J’burg 1st May 2021

• Miss, Mr & Mrs Tourism SA 2021- which will be held in

J’burg 1st May 2021

• Mr Mini Teen South Africa finalist 2021 – which will be

held in J’burg during 6th -9th October 2021

Verné (Photo right)

Photo credit:  Photowinx Photography

Modelling School:  Younique Modelling 

Facebook: @vfurstenburg

Instagram: vernetherese_furstenburg

Hobbies: Quad biking, modelling, Netbal, Public

Speaking

Favourite Quote: "Beneath the makeup and

behind the smile, I am just a girl who wishes for

the world" - Marilyn Monroe

Shanoah (Photo right)

Photographer: Ihana Grace Photography 

Fun, bubbling little princess. That's me. I love

animals especially birds. Play time with mom

and dad are the highlight of my day.

Mommy calls me Miss World, I
surely hope I can fill those big
shoes one day.

Zelmarie (Photo right)

Photo credit: NushB Photography

Social media: Instagram – LilMissZ

Favourite quote : "be silly, be honest, be kind."

Hobbies: To play outside with our dog until mom has to ask for

the 3rd time to go bath and building puzzles.

My name is Zelmarie Bruwer, I am 7 years old and I want to

become a runway model and a vet when I am older. I am

kind hearted and loved by all.

The most important thing my parents taught me is manners

and just to have fun when it is with homework or my

photoshoots I try and have the most fun as possible. I also love

my baby sister to bits and will teach her maths when she is

bigger. This is some insight for everyone to get to know me.

I am also a victim of bullying at school but
with the right teachers and my parents
support they are helping me get through
everyday and I am learning self defence to
protect myself from all types of bullies.

Ethan (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Grandmother Monica

Hello I am Ethan I am 5 years old, my birthday is in September

on the 05th. I started school this year I am in Grade R. I am

outgoing, always ready to have same fun.

I am a big brother and take my duties as big brother very

seriously, my sister is 10 months old. I like to make her laugh all

the time, and I love my sister so much.

My favourite thing to do is to play outside with all my toys.

When it is raining outside I like to play with my puzzles inside.

I also like to go and visit my grandmother
and grandfather, there place is my favourite
place to visit.

I also like to take pictures with my mother’s phone, my mother is

always sending pictures of myself to people to hope that

someone will see me and give me an opportunity to make

name.

Annique (Photo left)

Photo credit: Annie de Vries

Favourite quote or motto: I can't deal

Hobbies: She love to swim ,read ,playing with her

dolls and her favourite sweets is skittles the fruity

flavour.

The models name is Annique she is 10 years old

turn 11 on the 14 September and she is in grade

5. She is attending school at Palmpark primary

school in Eersterivier I am her mother Annie de

Vries. She is a loving caring child love the work of

God and she is born in Capetown in Karel Bremer

hospital. She has 2 older brothers who loves her

very much she has a good personality and a

people's person loves to share .

Ayazingca (Photo left)

Photo credit: Baby Mkhabela

Modeling school: Andaya Models

Introduction: of 5 months and scooping

the Best of The Best title and also looking

forward to entering more. Ayazingca is a

very friendly and sweet child. Also enjoys

discovering new things but hates

unfamiliar sounds. The sparkle on the face

when wearing a sash its like he

understands that, " I'm the Best of the

Best.“

Hobbies: Eating, playing with his toys and

dancing with mommy. Ayazingca also

enjoys taking a bath.

South African kids rising and shining



Walanika   
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY
Photo Credit: Michal Challa Viljoen

Make-up artist: Michelle Draper

Modelling School: Younique Modelling Academy



Kiana (Photo left)

Photo Credit: ProDesign Photography

Social Media Instagram: Kiki.Kiana_2008

Agency: MMM - a multi management agency &

Sophisticate Models

Favourite quote/motto: "Say yes to new adventures!“

Hobbies & interests: I do weekly tennis practice with

my coach and attend ATP tennis tournaments. I like

creating art. I enjoy mountain bike trails with my

family. I love travelling. I enjoy nature and water-skiing

on Sunday’s river. Modelling is my passion and I enjoy

following modelling influencers Karlie Kloss, Hailey

Baldwin, and Charissa du Plessis on Social Media.

I am Kiana Botha and for the last 6 years, I thrived as a

photo and runway model. I have a huge passion for

modelling, and I love being in front of the camera and

on stage. I mainly do catalogue, commercial and

headshot editorial modelling, as well as runway high

fashion and I also enjoy creative projects like Avant

Garde.

I am currently modelling for Sophisticate Models in Port

Elizabeth and have a contract with MMM – A Multi

Management Agency in Cape Town. I have entered

numerous competitions and obtained my Eastern

Cape provincial colours for the past 6 years at Talent

Africa in contemporary and jazz dance, modelling

runway and modelling editorial. I was part of Team

South African in 2020, whereby my catalogue photo

was chosen as the top 5 in Talent America

International competition.

I am available for photoshoots in the Eastern Cape,

but available to travel to other destinations in South

Africa and internationally.

I am tall (1.65 meters), long hair natural dark blonde

with tanned skin, which makes me a good model for

swimwear, catalogue, and commercial shoots. I enjoy

working with photographers and agencies and have

great collaboration skills. I have a creative approach

to my work. I bring my energy, high stamina levels and

my passion for modelling to every project I work on.

Paige (Photo right)

Model school : Figures Edenvale

Photographer: Lindsey Lottering

She enjoys playing board
games and tag with her
friend Shiloh. She has two
puppies that she lives
called Hiccup AND
Toffee. Her favourite tv
shown is Master Chef.

Yumari (Photo right)

Modeling School: Universal Models

Photo credit: Belle Lumière Photography

Instagram: yumarikotze

Facebook: Yumari Kotze

I enjoy doing modeling, play hockey and

spending time with my family - my mom, dad

and big brother are my biggest supporters!

My goals are to continue doing my best in all

things, and to stay humble. Couch Casey

teaches us to be kind and always support our

friends. My motto in life is that ANYONE can be

ANYTHING! – Zootopia

Jaylin (Photo right)

Photo Credit : Dad ( Kobus de Villiers)

Modelling School: N/A (Looking for an agency in Pretoria)

Favourite Quote: Neve give up, hard work pays off.

Hobbies: Dance, Sing, Netball, Hockey, Figure skating

Jaylin is an energetic fun loving 6 year old from Pretoria.

She has two brother that she loves dearly. She is a very

determined and motivated young girl and works hard to

accomplish her personal goals once she has set her mind

to it. Jaylin started her acting antics at an early age, she

loved dressing up as a princess when she was only 1 year

old.

The outfits got more sophisticated with
hats, beads and sun glasses by age 2 and
she loves posing for the camera.

Jaylin loves dancing, singing and sports. She started dance

classes at age 4 and did ballet and tap. She also

developed a keen interest in figure skating and is currently

training with Gauteng North figure skating.

Jaylin is a proud learner at Laerskool Elarduspark and she

also enjoys playing netball and hockey at school. In her

spare time Jaylin enjoys listening to music, watching

movies, horse riding, playing games and swimming.

Chrissy (Photo left)

Agency: 33andMe Talent Agency

Social Media: Chrissy J de Beer

My name is Chrissy J de Beer. I am 9 years old and I am

from the East Rand. I love being in front of a camera or on

stage seeking to entertain. I will attend IMTA (International

Model and Talent Association) during July 2021 in Orlando,

Florida as a quadruple-threat artist (acting, modeling,

singing and dancing).

In January 2021 I released my debut song called “High

Five” which can be downloaded on Spotify, iTunes,

YouTube, ect.

I’m super excited to start working on my
second song. I never give up and are
always ready for a challenge. My social
media handles can be located on
www.chrissyjdebeer.com

Lienke (Photo left)

Photographer: Uit die Hart Fotografie

Lienke Swanepoel was only 9 months old in this picture. Today

she is four years old and she still melts our hearts with those

dreamy BIG BLUE eyes. Her hobbies include gymnastics, ballet,

dancing and drawing. She loves animals and enjoys going to

the ZOO. She loves pretend play and to be a vet.

She wants to be an "animal doctor" one day. She is very strong

minded and knows exactly what she wants in life. She is very

passionate about music and loves to sing and dance. This

fierce little girl is very creative and is always thinking of new

things to do and making up new games as she goes along.

Ridhaa (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Micheal Brown

• Ridhaa Salie Loves The

Camera

• He Loves Music

• He Dances With No Rhythm

• Ridhaa Capture Any

Pictures Of AnyThing And

Anyone

• Ridhaa Loves Watching Tv

• Ridhaa Would Always Say I

Am Going to Be On The TV

One Day

South African kids rising and shining



Manuella   
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

Wardrobe: Dene Odendaal Bridal Couture

Styling: Casper Willemse

Photography: Clw photography



Carli (Photo left)

Photo credit: QJ Photography  @QueJayPhotography

I am a complete bookworm and absolutely passionate

about education! Reading opens up new worlds - it

gives you the ability to meet interesting people and visit

wonderful places.

I hope that modelling would give me
the platform to support charities that
assist less fortunate children to have
access to books and promote reading.

As an introvert and naturally shy person, modelling

training improved my self-confidence and - although I

would still not choose to be centre stage – I now have

the ability to get-up and speak-up when I need to.

Currently Photographic Modelling is my hobby, but I am

also an enthusiastic Modern Jazz dancer and love

playing the Piano. Mysteries and solving problems are

also at the top of my favourites list and therefore I am

hoping to one day be a private investigator.

One of my favourite quotes that I live by is: “You can

accomplish by kindness what you cannot by force.” –

Pubilius Syrus

Isabeau (Photo right)

Do not let my size fool you – I may be

petite, but I am spunky and a born

entertainer. I am comfortable to strut my

stuff on the catwalk and perform on stage

whether it is singing or acting. Nothing

gives me more pleasure than to make my

friends and family laugh and I like to use

any platform to entertain and lift people’s

spirits.

I spend a lot of my free time with my

Labrador Nougat - teaching her tricks,

dressing her up and having deep

conversations. My favourite time is spent

with my family, taking hikes in nature and

investigating al the weird and wonderful

insects and creatures that I can find.

My other passions also include drawing,

acrobatics and playing the violin. The

quote that describe my life best is: “If you

carry joy in your heart, you can heal any

moment.” – Carlos Santana

Melanie (Photo right)

Photo credit:  Audrey Boniwell

Modeling school:  Younique Modelling 

Academy

Favourite quote or motto: Being silent is the

best solution of all problems

Hobbies: Hockey

I am talkative, energetic Melanie Roodt. I am

a grade 3 learner. I enjoy hockey, netball and

talking. My family is a modelling family. I have

two brothers and a sister also doing modelling

and loving it. Modelling is exciting and I love

photoshoots.

I am lucky enough to be coached by the best

coach in the industry, Cecilia van Eeden from

Younique Modelling Academy. Modelling has

helped me overcome my shyness and

insecurities. I am a confident young lady

because of this. The growth I see in myself

every day, is what inspires me to be the best

version of myself.

Gabriella (Photo right)

Photo credit: Shirley-Ann (mother)

My name is Gabriella Rose, I'm currently 11 months old,

almost a year. We were special enough to be born on the

day of lockdown which is 26March.

I'm working hard at my standing alone, and practicing to

walk on my own in the near future, as I don't like being so

restricted in my traveling.

I love playing with my oldest brother, Jon (picture of my

brother attached (by 3 minutes, yes we are twins) and

driving mom crazy.

I sing, but some off the notes are still a bit of a struggle, and

some practicing is still required. I just love dancing to

"Mickey's mixed-up adventures ". I'm great at cup shuffles

and always find my favorite toy under the right cup.

Having such a HUGE, STRONG personality, I will have to

wait and see if there is a range of clothing or designer that

will be able to capture the true me.

Kaitlin (Photo left)

Photographer: Twisted Photography - Marco Englezakis

Kaitlin has been doing Pageants and Modeling for 3 years

now. She is confident, kind and oh so stylish 9 year old.

Kaitlin has started a project called "Kaitlin Cares"

collecting anything that will add hope and kindness to the

life's of the community and all "furry" friends.

She is very passionate about modelling, aerial silk and

spending time with friends and family. She also love

animals and wish to become a veterinarian one day.

As the Michelle Fields once said: "Some
superheroes wear a cape, some ..... wear
a crown and heels"

Kaitlin is passionate on being on the stage, with hard work

and discipline she has achieved many titles. She believes

on having fun and motivating all follow contestants. Kaitlin

is a total natural in front of the camera, compassionate

and fun to be with.

Kaitlin believes she could, so she did.

Kungawo (Photo left)

Kungawo is a lovely child
with a kind heart. She loves to
sing and dance and is a very

fast learner.

She is a very active and
talented little girls who loves
being infront of the camera.

Tyler (Photo left)

Hobbies: playing soccer and riding bike

Talent: playing well with others

Tyler is such an amazing boy and loves to

he funny make jokes and play with

anything and anyone at any given time ,

he loves bikes ,kicking ball and fast cars.

Furthermore he is extremely
scared of any insect or
crawling object.

South African kids rising and shining



International Model Features

Chrislee    
PPMC 2ND BIRTHDAY

Photographer: Lauren Herunga Photography

MUA:  Graftobian @ Clarisse Muller

Ace Models Namibia



Anita (Photo left)

Photo credit: UptownGuru Photography in conjunction with

Little Miss Universe-Kenya

Moto: Real queens adjust each other’s crowns.

Anita Gitonga lives in Nairobi, Kenya. Her middle name is

“Mumbi” meaning one who creates, and hence her

activities are centred around creativity. This can be seen in

her love for fashion as she attempts to design outfits for her

dummy during her free time. She is passionate about

modelling and has been doing so since she was 9yrs old.

She started displaying an interest in modelling at the age

of 6yrs in the way she posed for photos and attempted to

catwalk. She enrolled in Top Kids Modelling Academy in

2017 where she acquired exposure on the runway. She

participated in 3 kids fashion shows and by the end of the

year, she competed in her first pageant. She has since

participated in 4 different pageants before being crowned

overall winner of Little Miss Universe-Kenya, 2020.

She was also awarded Best Talent and Best Cultural wear in

the same pageant. Prior to that, she won the following sub-

categories in previous pageants; Little Miss Photo Model,

2017 (Little Miss Kenya), Mini Princess of Africa, 2018 (Little

Prince & Princess of Africa) and Little Miss Africa (Prince

Princess International in Thailand, 2018). Anita will be

contesting for the Little Miss Universe International in

Georgia scheduled for June 2021.

Other than fashion, she loves outdoor activities like

swimming, ballet dancing, playing piano and is now

learning acrobatics. It is not easy balancing schoolwork

while nurturing talent. It takes proper planning in order to

be successful in both. She is part of Sunflower Kids’ club

where she is able to engage in dance, drama/public

speaking and acrobatics.

She is also a lover of wildlife and is working towards wildlife

conservation. She is a member of Friends of Nairobi

National Park in Nairobi where she will be engaging in

volunteer work and possibly adopting wildlife from the

Wildlife conservancy. As the title holder of Little Miss

Universe-Kenya, 2020 she will carry on with wildlife

conservation beyond her reign.

In addition to pageant modelling, she would like to be a

commercial model which will help in financing her

initiatives to give back to society particularly, support to

communities that have been victims of human-wildlife

conflict.

Both human and wildlife are important
since they need each other to survive.
Therefore, they need to live in harmony
with each other. Where there is a will,
there is a way!

International Model Features

Chrislee (Photo right)

Photographer: Hannelie Grobler Mostert (SkinDeepBeauty)

MUA: Graftobian

Ace Models Namibia

Favourite quote: Why fit in when you were born to stand

out!!!!!! – Dr Seuss

Hobbies: Drawing, Horse riding and singing.

I was born on the 25th May 2012 in Windhoek. I was born

with black curly hair and of course I show up 5 weeks early.

I have an older brother, that loves to tease me. My mom

says that it is a sign of how much he loves me.

I have a very loving family and we always help each other.

I feel so sad for children that does not have a family. My

mom always go to a school here in Namibia, and the kids

there are very sick.

I would love to give my hair to the one
little girl there that does not have hair, but
it is also sometimes really difficult for me,
as I really love my hair too. My mom told
me that I do not have to give my hair
away until I am really sure I want to.

It is a kind thing to do, but I am allowed to be kind to

myself too. I am now in grade 3, and I school in WAP. I

have the best school ever. The teachers are all very kind,

and we do a lot of fun things at school.

I want to be a veterinarian when I grow up. I am part of

Ace Models Namibia, and we learn a lot about chasing

after our dreams.

Anita (Photo left)

Photo credit: Little Miss Universe-Kenya

Anita has been on the runway since 2017 when she enrolled

in Top Kids International Modelling Academy. She

participated in three kids fashion shows and competed in

her first pageant in the same year.

Since then, she has been awarded the following titles; Little

Miss Photo Model, 2017 (Little Miss Kenya), Mini Princess of

Africa, 2018 (Little Prince & Princess of Africa) and Little Miss

Africa,2018 (Prince Princess International) in Thailand.

She finally won the overall title during the Little Miss Universe-

Kenya pageant in 2020. She was also awarded Best Talent as

well as Best Cultural Wear. She will be contesting for the

international pageant Little Miss Universe 2021 in Georgia.

She is also looking forward to engaging in commercial

modelling, that will contribute towards her initiatives as the

reigning Little Miss Universe-Kenya.

Other than being on the runway, she loves outdoor activities

like swimming and ballet. She loves activities involving

creativity as her middle name depicts “Mumbi,” meaning

one who creates.

She also plays piano as part of her extra-curricular activities

in school. She has embarked on her journey towards wildlife

conservation by engaging in volunteer activities in the

Nairobi National park which she will engage in even beyond

her reign as Little Miss Universe-Kenya 2020.

Charmaine (Photo right)

Photographer: Massive make photography

Makeup: @wendy the makeup-artist

Facebook: Charmaine Dore

Instagram: dore.charmaine

Country: Zimbabwe

My name is Charmaine Dore and I am a fashion ,

commercial and fitness model based in Zimbabwe. Fishing

fish not as a dish but as a pet , reading magazines and

modelling are my hobbies. l am a young lady who totally

hate selfishness , violence and pride.

This year l am thinking of starting to groom young girls from

the age of 6 going upwards who wants to be in modelling

industry. l would also like to start to do an agriculture

project, as a way to help young women who continue to

lag behind .

As l believe by doing so it will help to
create employment for the young women.

Rather than giving them a small and
steady stream of cash as a way to help
them with no strings attached may be the
smartest way to address poverty and
encouraging these women to remain
poor. Agriculture project it could be a
great wealth generator for the young
women after growing and selling their
crops.

I hope to accomplish all of my plans for the year 2021

which l have recently mentioned above.
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